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Farm, Garden, and Household, 
• •ONPtVTEI* nT PUTNAM SIMONTON. 
Our friends who may have communications, ob- 
ration*, facta, suggestions, or anything of interest, 
rtaining to this department, are requested to commu- 
-ate the same to Dr. PutnamSimonton, Searsport, who 
prepare the same tor publication, ii of sufficient im- 
jirtance. 
II»(«EPI.UTUf WI1TEII. 
List week, we -poke ot several things es- 
ti'.iai to plant life,—as water, air, light, heat, 
silliness, A ■. The utility of water, the proper 
Hint an i way 
■' applying it, both to the 
and foinw. w-re then spoken of. Let 
.- now Miisider some of the other conditions. 
V. mis mast it as well as drink. This 
,-a through their leaves,—hence the im- 
■ >f frequently washing their foliage, 
r .-commended last week,—aud by their roots. 
; 1 o nice, and to give the fullest perfection, 
■ cry tarietv of plants, like animals, requires 
! rent kinds of food, each alter Its kind, as 
„.,as. being swamp plauts, require peat: 
: -las. the child of sandy regions, must have j 
..- house and garden plants will do 
i; m post of one fourth each of fine' 
1 g ", garden mould, well rotted barn ma- 
il'..,, and'decayed leaf mould. This should be 
prepun-d. if possible, a year before using, and 
iu a barn cellar or other cool, moist place. 
L-ght and heat. These are vital conditions! 
plant life. Of the former you cannot have 
c.o much. Merely diffused light is of no avail; 
without full sun light directly up n them, more 
or less ,f the time, they are feeble and worth- 
•ss. Heal is equally essential, but of this you 
au have too much. The dry. hot air from 
dose stoves gives at best but a straggling, 
sick: ■ growth. They will thrive best at a tem- 
rature where an imals would be only comfort- 
iy warm. And the heat trout furnaces, though 
per :n quantity, is often fatal la quality to 
noth ant and animal iile, when the warming 
rmits, as it frequently does, the 
.■-'■ape o noxious gases into the rooms, 
t'.uuts eke people have their enemies; both— 
they try to make proper use of themselves, 
as to be of any account in the world,—are 
ted with hordes of parasites which suck 
-.heir life-blood. They,—the drones, loaf- 
:;d all who prey upon the social body, 
their turn in some future number, now j 
<ve speak of plant vermin. 
These soon destroy me pianis iney miesi. 
How They are so many bloodsuckers. Each 
has an apparatus by which it bores into the 
sap vessels, and pumps out the life juices; 
msing the sickness anu death of plants by 
starvation. Various methods of ridding plants 
: these insects are recommended; some, to 
■k them off; this is useless;—some, to wash 
mein in soapsuds, camphor, aloes water, car- 
lie acid. Ac, We have found, after trying 
■.cany things, tobacco smoke to be an easy, safe 
and efficient remedy. For small plants, such 
as vci Jena;—and no plsnig are so much infest- 
oy insects—our plan is this : Of any cheap I 
-licks, like laths, make a thing lesembling a I 
cane bottomed chair, about as high, and of a j 
size to slip in and out of a barrel; put seme live j 
coals into an iron vessel and place it in the bar- j 
re throw upon the coals a handful of old, dry i 
tobacco, or remnants of cigars, put in the 
frame, upon which set the pots, and cover well 
with cloths or a board. Give them in this way 
a smart smoking for fifteen minutes, occaslon- 
a.ly rais ug the cov.-r to admit air; afterwards 
wash them with slightiy 
warm war For plants too large for a barrel, 
irge x, or a ith thrown over them 
retain uc smoke, will answer well. All this! 
! 'lie iu ss time than it takes to describe it, ! 
and will if; lire repeating every month. But 
.ants are not only dviug. but grateful beings, 
and will thaus you ior it. 
Another, and stiii more troublesome enemy, 
s worms in the earth at the roots. Tilton’s > 
Journal of Horticulture for Jau. i»6'J, has this; 
: ■ -commendation, with which we have had no j 
experience, but think it may be good -'The j 
worms iu the pots may be destroyed by stop-! 
ping up the holes in the pots with corks, and 
watering ,'..11; ,u:n.-watcr until it stand* on the 
surface. The lime-water may remain for an, 
Hour, then, on removing the cork, it will pass 
:f. The Erne-water may be made by pouring ! 
JO gallons of water over 10 lbs. of fresh lime. 
Siif up well, and allow the whole to stand two 
r three Jays ; then employ the clear liquor.” 
House plants—their effect on human healthi 
nsi sred next week. 
UEROSEXE. 
Las. week we spoke ot' the history of kero- 
sene.—its chief localities, especially foreign 
ones,—the great antiquity of its discovery and 
use, Jtc; this week, let us consider its origin 
aaJ nature. 
In this country, before the discovery ot pe- 
troleum, kerosene was obtained by the distilla- 
tion of bituminous, or soft coals, as gas lor 
lllumiuating purposes is still obtained; indeed 
the two are results of the very same process, 
! .pendent ou the degree of heat employed. If 
in this distillation, a high heat as the cherry- 
i. is employed, the product is illuminating 
gas ; a lower, or dull red heat, gives a complex, 
thick, black, greasy fluid, itself a compound of 
many substances, some of which are kerosene, 
lubricating oil, paraiine, naptha, &c.; and this 
ack. pitchy fluid, thus artificially made, is 
kienticai, in its nature and composition, with 
'he natural product, petroleum. 
These facts, in our opinion, lead, by easy 
steps, to the solution of that great mystery, 
hue origin of these vast and Inexhaustible de- 
poslts of petroleum, or rock-oil. If any one 
wi.l visit the gas works in this, or any other 
ity, they will sec in miniature the whole thing, 
t few bushels ol soft coals, distilled by a cer- 
tain degree of heat, give petroleum as certain- 
ly as from au oil spring. The world is but a 
gigautic gas works, a vast distillery! In its 
hosom lie, what uutold quantities of these bi- 
tuminous coals! and in the depths beneath, as 
volcanic Arcs show, is just the requisite heat 
to change them into the liquid or petroleum 
state. This, obeying the law of fluids in gen- 
eral, finds its way into subterranean caverns, 
where it Is tupped and brought out by human 
appliances, or, by nature’s hand, through rivu 
le'.s and springs, gushes into the light of day. 
in support of this view, it may be stated that 
petroleum, us a general lule, is chiefly found, 
as shown in a former article, where coal depos- 
its and subterranean heat do, or have co-exist- 
ed ; and if sometimes lound far away from 
these conditions, it is not a conflict with this 
view,—any more than seeing the father of riv- 
ers near the Gulf of Mexico, cuntradicts the 
fact that its birtl. place is TOCO miles away in 
the RocKy Mountains. 
Here is another striking fact which supports 
this view of the origin of petroleum : When 
the distilling process has extracted from bitu- 
minous coal all its vaporous and liquid ele- 
ments,—all that yield illuminating gas and pe- 
troleum—there remains a hard, black substance 
called coke, which is identical in nature and 
composition with hard, or anthracite coal. So 
anthracite coal—the kind we use for fuel—may 
be considered natural coke, the remains of the 
vast body of bituminous coal, which, iu the 
course of untold ages, in this great distillery 
of the world, with volcanic heat for its fires, 
has given up its gas and oil elements to form 
the rock-oil fluid, as above explained. 
So, kind reader, remember—and always in 
gratitude to the great Giver,—that while you 
sit by your cheerful coal fire reading—these 
words, we trust—your light, whether gas or 
kerosene, is only the blood and marrow which 
nature, science and art, have taken from the 
very coal that warms you! 
Ixext week, we shall speak of kerosene,— 
how made—its uses and abuses—the cause of 
explosions and how to prevent them—tests for 
safe kinds—the law punishing for the manufac- 
ture and sale of uusafe kinds &c. 
BOOK XOT1CEI AXB REV IEW». 
We have received the Atlantic Monthly for 
Feb., and ilud this No. to well sustain the pre- 
vious good name of the work, in all those mat- 
ters pertaining to refined taste, solid learning, 
aud sound principles of ethirs. Indeed, its 
listof contributors, comprising some threc^loz- 
en of the notables of the country, from II. W. 
Longfellow to Celia Thaxter, ought to be a suf- 
ficient guarantee of merit. Among the other 
excellent articles of this No., those with the 
most attractive titles are, Co-operative House- 
keeping, Consumption in America, Ritualism' 
ia England, aud Birth of the Solar System. 
The last named is an elaborate and learned 
essay on the nature and formation of the solar 
system; substituting the nebular doctrine of 
La Place, and of most modern astronomers, 
that the earth materials, at first existing in the 
gaseous form, were at length condensed, by the 
force of attraction aud the loss ot heat, into 
the solid earth,—the novel and ingenious thc-o- I 
ry that those earth materials existed originally 
as "dark particles, intensely cold/’ the world 
beginning as "a small, dark, cold body,” ob- 
taining all its interna! heat from the shock and 
friction, from the collision of those "dark, cold 
substances,”—as percussion gives it from the 
ii.nt aud steel; that the earth always has grown 
gradually by the accretion of these substances, 
aud is still growing, as shown by much meteor- ; 
ic matter every year attracted to it, thus in di- 
rect ratio iucreasiug the earth's internal heat; 
aud that so the world is to go on augmenting 
matter and generating heat in this way. till it 
melts at last and passes into the gaseous funml 
It is, therefore, the nebular theory reversed in 
order aud way of doing things. How far fu- 
ture discovery will verify this novel theory, 
time alone will determine; yet one great fact 
alluded to stands greatly in its favor,—the con- 
stant accumulation of the earth's matter from 
meteoric sources, many interesting specimens 1 
of which we have seen, hereafter to be describ- 
ed in an article in tl. se columns on meteors. 
This article, which bespeaks high intellect- 
ual culture, will astound the world, we think, 
ii no: for great truths indubitably established, 
by he boldness with which it strikes into the 
old theories of cosmical science. We cannot 
but think that the nebular theory of creation 
as hitherto taught, better than any other, ac- 
cords with reason and facts. Yet who, remem- 
bering the world’s history, dares say what is 1 
certainly true or false. For along the pathway 
of lime, a.ike in the physical and spiritual cre- 
ation, how thickly lie strown the wrecks of 
once loved theories and doctrines, for which 
countless devotees died martyrs, aud unbeliev- 
ers suffered crucifixion! In the distractions 
among both material and religious things, it is 
written that no one now is endued with power 
from oil high to say, thus saiththe Lord. 
BHEAH VAHI.Yb 
Everybody is of the opinion that home-made 
bread is cheaper, sweeter, and more wholesome 
than that bought at the baker’s, unless it is 
badly made. Heavy, close, bitter bread is only 
too well known in many households where it is 
home-made; this is not economical, as it can- 
not nourish the eaters as good bread does—and 
it is. generally speaking, wasted. Let us see if 
it is not possible to teach how to make bread 
of all kinds, which shall be good, light, sweet, 
aud appetizing. Tiie oven plays an important 
part in this manufacture. 
There is no doubt that more nutrition is con- 
taiued in brown bread than in white, aud the 
whiter the bread the less is the nourishment de- 
rived from it. Brown Bread is excellent for; 
weak digestions, and for many other reasons 
should be eaten alternately with white bread in 
all families; moreover, it is less adulterated 
than the very white bread when pureiiased from 
the baker’s. 
Flour, when kept in store, should be placed 
in a warm, dry room, as, if at all damp, it will 
make the bread or cakes for which it is used, 
heavy. It is safest to put the quantity ol flour 
you are about to make into bread before the 
lire, in a large dish or pan, for an hour or two, 
in order to have it warm and dry for use. 
Lreat cleanliness is required for making bread 
—a clean trough or brown earthen pan; very 
clean hands aud arms, and nice, fresh yeast". 
The fresher the yeast the less you will require 
of it. 
Never leave the dough half made, nor allow 
it to get cold before it is finished; if you do, it 
will be heavy. Too small a proportion of yeast 
will make the dough heavy. 
If the sponge or the dough be permitted to" 
over-work itself, it will become sour in warm 
weather. Do not put it too near the fire, but 
keep it warm at a gentle and equal degree of 
heat. 
Bread baked in tins will be lighter than when 
made into ordinary loaves, aud is best for toast 
or sandwiches. Too little water will spoil the 
bread; too much will make it too slack. If, 
by aeciaeut, the latter fault is perceptible, make 
the bread up in tins, aud it will not much mat- 
ter. 
The proportions given in the receipts may, 
of course, be modified according to the quantity 
of bread required. 
A Receipt Fou Yeast. T wo ounces of hops; 
four quarts of water; two and a half or three 
pounds of flour; six or seven boiled potatoes; 
one pint of brewer’s yeast. Boil the hops in 
four quarts of water for twenty minutes; strain 
the water through a hair sieve upon two and a 
half or three pounds ol' flour—it will seem 
lumpy, but that is of no consequence; stir it 
occasionally, and bruise it with a wooden 
spoon; let it stand till cool, and then keep it in 
the air of the lire all night. The next day fill 
a glass bottle with it; then add six or seven 
boiled potatoes, bruised, and a pint of brewer’s 
yeast to it; stir it well up, and let it stand till 
next day; then bottle it for use, rememberiug 
to take a pint out before you put the potatoes 
aud the yeast in it. 
To Knead Bread. After the dough is mixed, 
flour the hands, and, folding the lingers over 
the thumb, make what is called a list, and beat 
and pummel the dough first with one hand, and 
then the other, on every side; work it thus 
until it ceases to stick to your hands. Much 
kneading makes bread whiter and liner; bread 
can, indeed, scarcely be kneaded too much. 
1. To Make Bread. Seven pounds of flour; 
two quarts of warm water; a large tablespoou- 
fulofsalt; half a gill of yeast. Put the flour 
into a deep pan, heap it round the sides, leaving 
a hollow in the centre; put in a quart of warm 
water, a large spoonful of salt, and half a gill 
of yeast; have ready three pints more of warm 
water, and with as much of it as may be neces- 
sary, make the whole into a rather soft dough, 
kneading it well with both hands. When it is 
smooth and shining, strew a little flour on it; 
lay a thickly folded cloth over It, and set it In 
a warm place by the fire for four or five hours ; 
then knead it again for a quarter of au hour; 
cover it over, and set it to rise again; divide it 
into two or four loaves, and bake it in a quick 
oven. It will take one hour to bake it if divided 
into loaves weighing two pounds each, and two 
hours if the loaves weigh four pounds each. 
This bread need rise only once, and if made of 
the best superfine Hour, will be beautifully 
white and light. 
In cold weather bread should be mixed in a 
warm room, and not allowed to become cold 
while rising. 
If there is any difficulty as to its rising, set 
the bowl or pan over boiling water. 
It is best to mix the bread at night, and cov- 
er it close, in a warm room, should the weath- 
er be cold, till the morning. 
Of course if the family be large, the quanti- 
ties may be increased or doubled in proportion. 
-. Another Mode, with Milk—Put seven 
pounds of Hour into a large basin with two 
teaspoonful of salt; make a hole in the middle, 
and then put in a basin four teaspoonfull of 
yeast; stir it in a pint of milk, lukewarm; put 
it in the hole of the flour; stir it to make just 
a thin batter, then strew a little flour over the 
top; set it by the tire, ancMbvcr it over. Let 
it stand till next morning, then make it iuto 
dough; add half a pint more of warm milk, 
knead it for ten minutes, aud set in a warm 
place for one hour and a half; then knead it 
again, and it is ready either for loaves or 
bricks. Bake from one hour and a half to twro 
hours, according to the size. [Ituralist 
Patting his Mark on Her 
One ot the real old Mayo gentry, six 
feet four inches high, stout in proportion, 
rugged as one of his own mountain bulls, 
and proud as a Breton, had attained the 
age of forty and was still unmarried. He 
was a constant visitor at the house of three 
ladies, not overburdened with money or 
blood, but the youngest of whom was pos- 
sessed of beauty and skill in retort. Every 
one said it would be a match ; but years 
rolled away, and the decisive words were 
not spoken, though other suitors were 
warned off by significant hints from the 
formidable but uudecided Mr. Blake. One 
evening be called in returning from the fair 
ot Castlebar, and lie found the ladies were 
having a few friends, and an impromptu 
dance. There were some officers lately ar- 
rived from India, whose regiment was at 
Castlebar, and a certain Captain Graham 
had Mr. Blake’s lady, as he was generally 
styled, fast locked in that half embrace the 
scottischo permits. The captain was an 
adept at “ building up,” which Irish and a 
great many other ladies consider a partner's 
boundeu duty. 
Blake’s idea of waltzing was as preju- 
diced as Byron's; and he had an ugly 
scowl on his brow that would have fright- 
ened many men. as the lady passed him 
with a slight nod ; however the captain on- 
ly pressed his partner the closer. 
“ I am sure you will like the captain, 
for dear Mabel’s sake : and we rely on you 
to make it pleasant for him while here,” 
said the eldest sister. 
Mr. Blake was standing with his back to 
the lire, and drawing from bis pocket a 
small branding iron used for putting initials 
on the horns of cattle by the purchaser, he 
gave the turf a quiet poke, and left the let- 
tered end in the hot ashes. 
“ ^our honor’s lost her,” whispered Pat 
Casey, the old servant of the house, as he 
handed negus rouud ; “the captain’s less ta- 
dious than your honor in love-making.” 
Well, Blake, you’re done,” said Mr. 
Browne. “ Waited too long, my boy ; and 
the captain there will carry off the finest 
girl iu Mayo.” 
'• By heaven, then, he shall find my mark 
on her 1” cried Blake ; and, us the waltzers 
passed, lie drew the brand from the fire and 
clapped the red hot letters on the shoulder 
of Miss Mabel, just above the low dress. 
Ot course there was a deal of screaming 
and fuss, but the lady recovered sufficiently 
to become Mrs. Blake, and I hear, never 
regretted the event which at last compelled 
her lover to speak his mind. 
A friend of mine told me, some time 
since, that he had been staying with the 
Blakes, and he could aver that Mrs. Blake 
still wore high dresses on all occasions. 
People Who are Too Cool. 
In the February number of the Galaxy, 
a writer discoursing upon the subject, gives 
the following illustrations of people whom 
he thinks were too cool: 
I have read of peop le who were too calm 
and complacent. Of such a character, I 
thing, was the conductor who, when he ran 
over a mau, said lie never liked to do it, 
“ because it mussed up the track so.” And 
speaking of saws, and following this train 
of thought, I may mention a young mau 
from the country who went into a hardware 
store iu New York, and rapped a great 
buzz saw with his knuckles, remarked, 1 
had an old dad ripped to pieces with one of 
them fellers last week.” I think that young 
man exhibited too little emotion for the oc- 
casion. It showed a lack of filial affection 
only comparable with that of a boy belong- 
ing to r. primary school in Manchester, N. 
II., who assured his schoolmates that he 
would soon be able to indulge iu his favor- 
ite sport on the river with the best of them. 
Father,” said he, lias gone to the war, 
and when he gets killed lam going to have 
his fish-liue. 
As cool a person, under the circumstan- 
ces, as ever heard of, was a young noble- 
man, who, in a frightful railway accident, 
missed his valet. One of the guards come 
up to him and said : “ My lord, we have 
found your servant, but he is cut in two.” 
“ Aw, is her” said the young mau, with a 
Dundreary drawl, but still with some anxi- 
ety depicted on his countenance, will you 
be gwood enough to see iu which half he 
has gvvot the key of my carpet bag?” To 
a sensitive mind his anxiety seems to have 
been misplaced. The same unconscious- 
ness to the awful aspects of death was ex- 
hibited by a mau iu New Jersey in 1859, 
who was employed to convey to his friends 
the body of a Mr. Wilson, who had died 
about fifty miles from home, of the cholera. 
On finding the house he knocked at the 
door and the wife of the deceased opened 
it. “ Does Mr. Wilson live here?” asked 
the man. “ Yes/ said the lady, “ but he 
is not at home to-day.” “ No, I know he 
ain’t,” said the young man, with a soothing 
tone of voice, thinking to break the news 
gently, “ but he will be in a minute, ’cause 
I’ve got him here dead in my wagon.” 
There was a still more reprehensible moral 
obtuseness in the remark of a man who 
sentenced to be hung, and inquired of the 
sheriff the night before the appointed day, 
“ I say,_ Mr. Sheriff, at what hour does this little affair of mine come off?” 
The Split Cameo. 
The long pearl-tipped breakers were 
tumbling and glittering on the bare lapse 
of yellowish beach ; one or two sails gleam- 
ed tar off in the hazy distance ; a flock of 
white-winged birds were sailing fleetly 
along the unshadowed blue of the heavens ;1 
a fresh, salty breeze rushed in through the 
window at which Miriam Leigh was sitting, 
and tossed the golden curls of her little 
tive.year-old nephew who stood by her side. 
The child was leaning forward to examine 
a tinv bunch of trinkets that hung from 
Miriam’s watch-chain. 
“What is bioken, Arthur?” 
“This pretty stoue.” 
And the boy, holding up the bunch of 
trinkets, showed her one which was larger 
then the rest—the fragments of a pink 
cameo, without setting of any kind. On 1 
its surface was carven a tiny white rose, 
the leaves and stem of which were evident- 
ly with the missing fragment. 
Miriam Leigh’s face—it was a pale, 
gentle looking face, framed in silky, chest- 
nut hair, and lit with dark gray eyes— 
flushed crimson for a momint. 
“It has been broken for six years, Ar- 
thur,” she said, addressing the boy, though 
seeming to address her own thoughts, and 
speaking in a low, dreamy voice. “It was 
given me, this fragment here, by a friend 
—a very dear friend—on leaving me for a 
long, long journey.” 
“What a pity,” said Arthur, iu the same 
grieved voice. 
“ What is a pity ?” Miriam asked, smil- 
iug faintly ; “that the cameo was broken, 
or that my friend went away?” 
“Both,” said Arthur, after a moment’s 
demure hesitation. Then he added, sud- 
denly, speaking v, itli great childish earnest- 
ness : “Was your friend a lady or a gen- 
tleman, Aunty?” 
Another flush of the pale, thoughtful 
face. 
“Nurse aud Hetty are on the beach yon- 
der, and I think are looking for you, Ar- 
thur. Hadn’t you better go aud join them ?” 
“But you haveu’t told me, aunty, wheth- 
er it was a lady or a gentleman,” persisted 
the incorrigible Arthur, looking up curious- 
ly into Miriam’s eyes. 
“A gentleman, Arthur”—spoken iu 
scarcely audible tones. “Nurse sees you,” 
she added, “ aud is beckoning for you to' 
come.” 
Arthur obeyed nurse’s signal, audMirri- 
am, left alone in the vacant hotel parlor, 
leaned her head upon her hand, supporting 
her elbow upon the window-sill, aud sat 
thus for ten minutes or longer, musing si- 
lently. 
At the end of that time, her married 
sister, Mrs. Quintard, entered the room. 
Mrs. Quintard, it may be well to state, was 
a tall, dignified, haudsome woman, who had 
married prosperously, and execrated senti- 
ment. She seated herself at Miriam’s side 
and began speaking in rather severe tones : 
"\V hat sentiment have you been talking 
to Arthur, Miriam, about that ridiculous 
cameo which you persist in keeping?” 
‘•Did he repeat what I said?” Miriam 
asked. 
She spoke calmly now ; there were no i 
secrets between herself aud sister. 
"Of course. You know what a gossip 
that child of miue is. I wish you’d throw 
that cameo away, Miriam, and make au ef- 
fort to forget that absurd affair, of six 
year’s standing, with Maitland Morse." 
"It is no longer au ‘atfair, Julia.” Miri- 
am uttered the words without apparent ef- 
fort, and in a tranquil voice. "Maitland 
Morse is dead : there can be no doubt of 
his having been lost at sea. We know 
positively that the Cleopatra was wrecked.” 
"But your hopes were not,” said Mrs. 
Quintard, with au odd mixture of sternness 
aud humor. ‘‘The Cleopatra left yon a 
spar to cling to, Miriam, whatever she did 
for poor Maitland Morse, on going under 
the sea. Shadowy timber, I must own, 
however, aud apt to swamp yon one of 
these days in the daugerous ocean of life-long : 
celibacy.” 
■■ >y ere mere any arrivals mis morning; 
Miriam asked, beut upon changing the ! 
subject. 
“Yes ; Ogdeu Ilaight came dowu. By-! 
the-way, Miriam, I think he is very much I 
taken with you. I trust that”— 
‘•Biease don’t ask me to be civil to Ogdeu 
Haight, Julia,” said Miriam with a little 
smile of mock weariness. “Anybody else ?” 
“Yes ; another gentleman, fall, not un- 
handsome, aud ‘bearded like a pard.’ 1 
don’t know his name, but lie seems really to 
be somebody.” 
“Is it the gentleman who is walking on 
the beach yonder, with nurse and Hetty and 
Arthur ?” asked Miriam. She pointed out 
of tlie window in a certain direction while 
speaking. 
“Yes” ; Mrs. Quiutard said. “Arthur and 
lie seem to be excellentiriendsalready. It' 
is wonderful what expansibility that child j 
has.” 
“There’s such a nice gentleman at the j 
hotel Aunt Mirry. He builds the beauti- 
fulest iiuuses," said Arthur, stumbling a lit- 
tle over this important superlative. 
“Builds houses?” Miriam asked, puzzled 
at the child’s remark. 
She was upstairs iu her own room uow, 
putting the iiuishiug touches to her after- 
noon toilet before the glass. 
“Sandhouses,” Arthur exclaimed patrou- 
iziugly. 
Here followed several sentences of pane- 
gyric on the gentleman's architectural pow- 
ers, to which Miriam listened absently. 
Five minutes later, Mrs. Quiutard, Miri- 
am aud Arthur were stauding amid quite an 
assemblage ot hotel guests, on the wide high 
piliard piazza of the House. The 
occasion for this assemblage was the mo- 
mentarily expected appearance of the pas- 
senger coach from L- Station, in 
which Mrs. Quintard’s husband was to ar- 
rive from New York. 
While Miriam, at the earnest request of 
her match making sister, was really “being 
civil” to Mr. Ogden Haight, (a nervous lit- 
tle sandy-whiskered bachelor, by the way, 
whom she especially disliked,) something 
caught her sleeve rather vigorously, and she 
looked dowu to discover her little nephew, 
who was whispering, with great earnest- 
ness. 
“This is the gentleman, Aunt Mirry. 
See what a splendid beard lie’s got?” 
“He toward whom Arthur pointed was 
standing with his back toward Miriam, and 
she could therefore observe nothing save the 
outlines of a stately and commauding ligure. 
Mr. Ogden Haight happened to proceed 
at this moment with some very vapid re- 
marks he had been making about the pleas- 
ures of a seashore residence and toward Mr. 
Ogden Haight, Miriam once more turned 
her attention. 
“One’s spirits are tilled with a buoyancy, 
Miss Leigh, that scarcely anything else can 
produce, by watching this ever-restless tur- 
bulence of billows and by—’’ 
At this moment, Miriam’s polite atten- 
tion to her companion’s tine conversational 
periods, was again interrupted by her in- 
corrigible nephew. He had not pulled her 
sleeve this time ; he gave something at- 
tached to her dress a violent and dislodging 
jerk, and wa3 crying out gleefully a moment 
after. 
“They match, aunty ! This gentleman's 
got the other piece of your cameo on his 
watch-chain.!” 
Similarly pulled in Miriam’s direction, as 
Miriam had been pulled in his, the gentle- 
man bent a glance of keen scrutiny upon 
Arthur’s aunt; and Arthur’s aunt, in her 
turn, searched his face with wild, devouring 
eyes, uttered a low, faint sob, when she had 
at last recognized Maitland Morse, the man 
for whose death she had mourned five weary 
years, and would have fallen senseless at 
his feet, but for the strong arms which 
caught her. 
Two hours afterwards they were alone 
together, and Miriam was listening with— 
oh, such a blissful-throbbing heart! to all 
Maitland Morse had to tell. And a wild 
story it was—a story of shipwreck and aw- 
ful famine at sea, and final landing upon a 
lonely, half-civilized island in the Pacific, 
that ships hardly ever touched upon. Here 
he dwelt during the five years that followed, 
until deliverance came at last. He had only 
reached his native soil three days before, 
and had stopped at the Hotel where they 
had met, for a single day, on his journey 
from Boston to New York. This delay in 
reaching the latter city had been caused by 
overmastering dread and uncertainty. He 
feared to discover that Miriam Leigh, if 
living, was Miriam Leigh no longer. 
But she is Miriam Morse, now that the 
lost is found, the dead is alive, and the split 
cameo is joined. 
As for Arthur, he vehemently asserts 
himself to be the briuger-about of Aunt 
Miriam’s present happiness. 
x no x nuuuuig w no iuiaumRg, 
The Boston Traveller of last week pub- 
lished the following particulars of the re- 
cent tragedy in Fitchburg : 
Further developments in the case of Rob- 
ert D. Fyke and Adelaide Evans, arrested 
for the poisoning of Mrs. Hannah Fyke, go 
to show the case to be one of the blackest 
crimes ou record iu the State of Massachu- 
setts. Mr. Fyke is a man about 40 years 
of age, rather stout built, of medium height, 
dark complexion, has a tine black eye, a 
very intelligent expression of countenance, 
a keen perception, and is a man of more 
than ordinary ability. He is a native of 
Prince Edwards Island. lie formerly re- 
sided in Boston, working at the cabinet 
maker’s trade, but for the last twelve or 
fifteen years has lived ia Fitchburg, and 
has been employed iu Page’s piano manu- 
factory as a veueerer, previous to July last. 
In August last, after the piano shop was sold 
and the business changed, he went to Bos- 
ton, engaging iu business with his nephew, 
on Haverhill street, iu the manufacture ot 
bed lounges. His family remained in Fitch- 
burg, he visiting the in as often as once a 
fortnight, and spending the Sabbath with 
them. Your correspondent can say, from 
an acquaintance of twelve years, that he has 
always been considered a sober, honest and 
industrious man, a good provider for his 
family, a good neighbor, and a good citizen. 
Miss Adelaide Evans, who is arrested as 
accessory, is about twenty-seven years ot 
age, of very nervous temperament, and is a 
daughter of Mrs. Fyke by a former hus- 
band. She was educated at the grammar 
and high schools iu Fitchburg, and has 
taught school a little in the town. For a year 
or two past she has been employed in the 
Fitchburg Sentinel office. Her acquaintan- 
ces have always called her l,odd.” She is a 
member of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 
and has lived with her mother, in her step- 
father’s family, since they have resided iu 
Fitchburg. It is generally believed that 
Mr. Fyke prepared the poison, and that she 
administered it in lemonade sometime ou 
Tuesday. She confesses criminal intimacy 
with her stepfather, which has been secretly 
carried on for the last twelve or fifteen 
years, avid is iu au advanced state of preg- 
nacy. She succeeded until last Wednesday 
ia deceiving her most intimate acquaintan- 
ces and some physicians as to her real con- 
dition by her uniform and brazen-faced de- 
nial of the truth when told ot the suspicions 
of others. 
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of the Police Court ou Saturday moruiug, 
and plead guilty to the charge of criminal 
intercourse, but not guilty to the charge of 
potsouing tns wife, The Court adjourned 
to Thursday next. Both parties are now 
confined in the jail at Fitchburg. A nephew 
of Pyke’s called at the jail Saturday after- 
noon, and was allowed to see his uncle a 
few moments. Pyke sat upon his bed, 
calmly reading a book. He told his nephew 
to procure a good coffin for his aunt, and 
asked who would conduct the funeral. 
He appears confident of acquittal, and is 
not aware of the overwhelming evidence 
against him, relying on the known sagacity 
ot the girl, aud confiding to her. But the 
double crime proved too much for her, and 
before the awful odds against her she broke 
down and confessed the whole. Had Pyke 
kept the poisoning business in his own hands 
the proof of his guilt would be next to an 
impossibility. But the very skill that his 
daughter-iu-law had displayed in concealing 
their guilt for so many years led to undue 
confidence in her ability to carry out this 
programme. 
She expressed a wish when arrested to 
remain in her room one night more, and 
said “if she could only stay there one night 
more she would be all right.” She will 
doubtless make every possible exertion to 
take her own life. 
Mrs. Hannah Pyke, the victim of poison, 
was married to Mr. Pyke about twenty 
years since, and was some 25 years older 
than her husband. She has three children 
living (two besides the daughter Adelaide.) 
She has resided in Dedham, Boston and 
Portsmouth, N. H. 
LUCK. 
BY HEN'RV WARD BEECHER 
The word “hi; k" is too freely bedded in 
our language, aud belief in the fact express- 
ed by it is too strong to justify an expecta- 
tion that will soon become obsolete. Luck 
l? an event, good or Lad, which befalls a 
man iud-pcndently of his own volition. If a 
man works all day for five dollars, his wa- 
ges is not considered luck. But if he finds 
live dollars iu the road, that is luck. 
If a man aims at an accomodation train, 
but hits an express traiu, which has been 
delayed a little, he is iu luck. 
He has secured what he did not plan for. I 
If the last boat of the season leaves Albany 
for New York a day sooner than the ship- 
per had calculated, and he loses an oppor- 
tunity of sending his freight, he exclaims, 
“That is just my luck.’’ 
Of the fact itself there can be no doubt. 
Many disappointments befall men which 
seem to have no relation to their own agen- 
cy. Many pieces of good fortune occur 
which the recipient did uot plan or look for. 
But the cause of luck, thus defined, is an- 
other thing. If we could look into men’s 
minds and render clear those obscure and 
nebulous thoughts that hover there, it would 
be found, probably, that very different no- 
tions are entertained about it. .Some be- 
lieve that there are spirits, or sprites, whose 
power iutercales these events upon the cal- 
endar of Nature. Others seem to believe 
that in the vast realm of Nature events are 
floating about like motes in sunbeams, and 
that men accidentally stumble upon them. 
Some people believe it to be a crook iu the 
grain of things, some meu being born aud 
destined to fulfil some mischievous decrees. I 
“Do what they will, they can never esc: pe I 
ill-luck.” W ere some men’s notions anal- 
yzed, I should not wonder if it were found 
that they still believe luck to be a personal ] 
being, as Puck, or Ariel, who spent their i 
time in playing tricks upon men, good or 
bad, according to their peculiar fancy. 
But dismissing all these notions, there j 
are several piece? of genera ! good or ill luck 
which have much to do with special luck 
that befalls men. I count it a piece of prime 
and admirable luck to be boru of parents 
who had sound physical constitutions, ample 
brains, well proportioned and balanced, 
living in moderately prosperous circumstan- 
ces. Next to this, is to be brought up iu 
simplicity, amoug people kind aud just, and 
under circumstances which require one to 
exert himself actively, so that ho shall nev- 
er expect to have anything which he does 
not himself earn. Lastly, aud as a conse- 
quence of those, it is supreme good luck to 
have a patieut nature, too proud to do evil, 
aud not proud enough to take offense at the j 
common experiences of life ; as contented j 
as is consistent with enterprise, aud above : 
all, with unwasting good nature. 
This last quality—good nature—is per- 
haps the most desirable of all, in so far as 
happiness is concerned. Every one knows 
that it is the sugar iu fruit that gives it its 
palatableness, aud that converts its juice? 
into wine. Good uature is to human dis- 
positions what sugar is to grapes. 
A robust aau cheerful nature hardly 
kuows the ditl'erenoe between good aud bad 
luck. Some things, which extort piteous 
complaints of bad luck from his neighbors, 
befall him without exciting more than a 
moment’s attention—just as a healthy man 
does not feel a chilly gust which sets an in- 
valid into shiveis. 
Ill luck in petty chairs L- only another I 
name l’or want of foresight, u is llness, 
poor judgment, clumsy handed -s, F. ot 
spring and enterprise. Few men are will- 
ing to say that their own blunders, negative 
or positive, return upou their own heads. 
Luck is to them a fortunate word. Luck 
is a word that hi les a man’s inefficiency 
from himself, and-saves his pride. 
Every one of us has lucky aud unlucky 
days. Too much excitement, late hours 
late eating, poor sleep, and too little of it, 
bring on mornings full of depression—blue 
days, iu which everybody aud everything 
seems wrong. This is a simple case iu 
in which respectable dissipation has put 
the whole instrument bv which man works 
his brain and nervous system out of adjust- 
ment. His mistakes are no more surpris- 
ing than would be a mechanic’s who worked 
by false rule, or a chemist’-1 who measur- 
ed by incorrect standards. 
By and by, rest, diet, aud good habits 
restore the equilibrium, and then comes a 
sparkling day of good luck. Halt the la- 
bor produces twice the ordinary results. 
We meet the very person we desire to see. 
Everything.goes on rightly, fhe world is 
propitious ! 
Judge Goddard, of the Superior Court nf 
Cumberland County, has recovered a heavy 
verdict against a railroad company for 
brutal treatment by one of its servants. 
The Argus gives the following account of 
the matter!— 
Judge Goddard purchased a ticket to 
Danville Junction and started to visit hi,, 
family, then residing in Auburn. l’he af- 
ternoon train was verv long aud, as usual, 
on,- Jacksou was detailed to take the tickets 
of passengers leaving the train before the 
regular conductor came through. Judge 
Goddard, having some business at Fal- 
mouth, stepped out, and upon the request 
of Jacksou handed him his ticket. Upon 
his return Jackson again approached where 
he was sitting and demanded his ticket, aud, 
upou Judge Goddard’s replying that he 
gave it to him when he left the car, told the 
Judge that he lied, and falling into an un- 
governable passion, committed an assault 
upon him, shaking his iist3 in his face, 
threatening to beat his brains out, aud us- 
ing the most profane language, lie con- 
tinued this tor some twenty minutes, when 
the train approached Cumberland aud he 
desisted. The company still retain the man 
in their employ, and indeed have recently 
promoted him. For this outrage Judge 
Goddard sued the Graud Trunk Railway 
Company, and on Monday recovered a ver- 
dict of 64850. 
Mr. Alexander llobertsou, ot Mechanic cans, l 
gives the Lewiston Journal his experience in | 
hen keeping. One llock of 12 hens laid 7170 
eggs in one year, which' Were sold for $14(1.40. 
Paid for grain aud potatoes to feed them, $04.- 
00. Clear protit, $82.40. Breed, Leghorn, 
crossed with common fowls. They were in- 
closed in an acre of grass land. A second 
flock of 70 Bolton Greys and common hens 
laid 9604 eggs. Sold for $503.88. Cost of 
keeping, $97.00. This llock had the whole 
range of the farm. The best kind of fowls for 
laying are mongrels. A cross with the blue 
and purple Leghorn is excellent. 
A Clergyman’s Joke. 
I was spending the night in a hotel in 
Freeport, Illinois. After breakfast I went 
into the sitting room, where I met a pleas- 
ant, chatty, good humored traveller, who 
like myself, was waiting for the morning 
train from Galena. We conversed freely 
and pleasantly on different topics, until see- 
ing two young ladies meet and kiss each 
other in the street, the conversation turned 
on kissingjust about the time the train v;a- 
aproaehing. 
“Come,” said he, taking up his carpet- 
hag, “since we are on so sweet a subject 
let us have a practical illustration. I’ll 
make a proposition to you. I’ll agree to ki 
the most beautiful lady in the cars from 
Galena, you being the judge, if you will 
kiss the next prettiest, I being the judge.” 
This proposition staggered me a little, and 
I could hardly tell whether he was iu ear- 
nest or in fun ; but as he would be as deep- 
ly iu it as I could be, I agreed, provided he 
would do the first kissing, though my heart 
failed somewhat as I saw fits black eyes fair- 
ly dance with daring. 
“Yes.” said he, “I’ll try it first. You 
take the back car, aud go iu from the frout 
eud, where you can see the faces of the la- 
dies, and you stand t>y the one you think 
the handsomest, and I’ll come in from be- 
hind and kiss her."’ 
I had hardly stepped inside the cars 
when I saw at the tirst glance one of the 
loveliest looking womeu my eyes ever fell 
on. A beautiful blonde, with auburn hair, 
aud £•. bright, sunny face, full of love and 
sweetness, and radiant an 1 gl >wi-jg as the 
morning. Any further search was totally 
unnecessarily. I immediately took my 
stand iu the aisle by her side. She was 
looking out uf the window earnes ly, as 
if expecting some one. The hack door of 
the car opeped aud in stepped my hotel 
friend. I pointed my finger to her slyly, 
never dreaming that lie would dare to carrv 
out lus pledge, an 1 you may imagine aiy 
liorror aud amazement when lie stepped up 
quickly behind her. and stooping over, ki.-- 
ed her with a relish that made my "mouth 
water.” I expected, of course, a shriek of 
terror, aud then a row generally and a 
knock-down : hut astonishment succeeded 
astonishment when I saw her return the 
kiss with compound interest. 
Quick as a dash, he turned to me aud 
said : 
‘•Now, sir, it is your turn,” pointing to 
a hideously ugly, wrinkled old woman, 
who sat in the seat beiiiud. 
“Oh, you must excuse me ! you must!-' 
I exclaimed. "I’m sold this time. I give 
up. Do tell me whom you have been 
kissiug. 
“Well,” said he, “since you are a man 
of so good taste, a id quick perception, I’ll 
let you off. "And we all burst into a hearty 
peal of laughter as lie said. “This is my 
wife. I have been waiting for her. I knew 
that it was a safe proposition.” 
He told the story to his wife, who looked 
ten-fold sweeter a? she heard it. 
Before we reached Chicago we exchang- 
ed cards, and 1 discovered that my genial 
companion was a popular Episcopalian 
preacher of Chicago, whose name I had 
frequently heard. Whenever I go to Chi- 
cago I go to hear him, and a heartier, more 
natural and eloquent preacher is hard to 
find. He was then a young man ; lit i» 
uow well known as one of the ablest diviues 
of the Episcopal denomination in the Wor. 
[Harper's Weekly. 
A Word to Boys. Come, boys, and listen 
a few moments to your uncle. You have 
now arrived at aa age when you must begin 
to think about doing something for your- 
selves. The first piece of advice I have for 
you is, to do every thing well which you 
undertake. There is but little danger of 
your being too particular in this respect. 
A boy who is careful to draw a straight liu-* 
on his slate, will be very likely to make a 
straight line through life. There is uo po- 
sition in life in which you will not be called 
upon to act as exact as possible. Step into 
the jeweler’s shop, and see how carefu1 the 
workman must be iu finishing up the article 
he holds in his hand. Visit the ship-yard, 
and the man with the broad-ax must learn 
to hew on a line, or be dismissed. You 
think of being a clerk. Weil, remember 
that a mistake there is a little less than 
crime. I never saw a man who was very 
particular about his affairs that was not suc- 
cessful. How exact is a military officer in 
the commaud of a body of men. A clumsy 
sailor will never rise 10 the command of .. 
ship. 
But there is one great danger 'which be- 
sets many young men at the present day. 
It is the disposition to avoid all solid im- 
provement, and take up with subjects that 
require no thought, aud which serve as mere 
warfare with godliness, and whose portion 
will be that ot the ungodly. As the tree fall- 
eth so shall it lie. We shall reap what w e 
have sown. 
“Let my example warn you of the fatal 
error into which you have tails a,” .-aid the 
gay Sir Francis Delaval, uea his 
life. “Pursqe what is u-etu. I pursue what 
is useful!” Reader, it you would not want to 
make your life a curse, present aud eternal, 
“pursue what is useful.” 
Geuio C. Scott, who knows a thing o. 
two about tishiug, tells in the Spirit of the 
Times the follo wing story of the recent con- 
vention of commissioners in New lork 
lu conversation with a tew of the New 
England Commissioners aud others, lliose- 
velti.s said to have iuquired ot them : "You 
seem to say a great deal about a ipou C 
now, I've often heard of a tun, or tuna'. 
aud of its great weight aud voracity ; but I 
never before heard so much said about t!w 
■pound’ : what kind of a tisli is it?” 
One of the Commissioners replied fit 
is not a fish, but a netwhen another 
gentleman present "tipped the wink” aud 
added : 
“It is for the estuaries ; di i you ever ent 
one, Mr. Roosevelt ?” 
“What ?” 
■‘An estuasy ?” 
“Yes, sir, frequently.” 
“IIow did you like it ?” 
“It is a very good fish ; I’ve eaten it 
at Delmonico’s frequently, but I don't think 
it equal to the Spanish mackerel, especially 
as a breakfast fish.” 
The strangers could suppress a laugh no 
longer, but gave vent to a hearty ha ! hall 
adding “you’ll do for a New York fisherv 
commissioner.” 
A late Judge, whose personal appear 
auce was as unprepossessing as his legal 
knowledge was profound aud his intellect 
keen, interrupted a female witness—“Hum- 
bugged you ! my good woman, what do you 
mean by that?” said lie, sternly. “Well, 
my lord,” replied the woman, “I don’t 
know how to explain it exactly; but if a 
girl called your lordship a haudsome man. 
now she would bo humbuggiug you." 
Washington Matters- 
THE WHISKEY SWINDLE. 
The reduction of the tux on whiskey in bond 
was a part of the scheme of a special whiskey 
ring, promoted, it is alleged, by a few members 
of Cougress who were in the secret. The op- 
erations of the ring were on the grandest scale 
known in history. It will be lemembered that 
during all the early period of the last session 
of Cougress it was given out by members who, 
from their position, were supposed to be au- 
thorized to speak for that body, that there 
would be no reduction of the tax, and the Com- 
mittee on Ways and Means had reported that 
there should be no reduction. During all this 
time the four grand managers of the scheme, 
knowing what was to come, purchased nearly 
ail the whiskey in bond, amounting to fifteen or 
sixteen million gallons, paying for it prices 
ranging from five to fifteen cents per gallon. 
When these purchases were completed it was 
announced in the House ot Representatives 
that the tax was to be reduced not only on what 
was to be made in future but on what was in 
bond, which the Government already held for 
tax. The price of bonded whiskey at once ad- 
vanced to sixty and sixty-five cents, thus net- 
ting to the ring who were the purchasers of 
bonded whiskey, about S«S,000,000, which was 
divided among the smart manipulators of the 
scheme. How many members of Congress re- 
ceived dividends in this gigantic trick will prob- 
ably never be truthfully made known. One of 
the ring, already a millionaire, in New York, 
added two millions to his fortune. Instead of 
this reduction ot being a great gain to the Gov- 
ernment, it was a monstrous loss. If this 
whiskey had paid two dollars tax, as it should 
have don., it would have produced for the 
Treasury thirty millions of dollars instead of 
seven or eight millions. More of the specific 
facts of this huge speculation are forthcoming. 
On Wednesday, the 10th, the Presidential 
electoral vote is to be counted, when it Is un- 
derstood objection to eouuting the vote of Lou- 
isiana and Georgia will be raised, on the ground 
that neither of these States have complied with 
the spirit, if, indeed, they have with the letter, 
of the law. Under the rule this objection will 
cause the two houses to separate and vote up- 
on the proposition; but as no debate is allow- 
ed, a few minutes will dispose of the matter. 
Very few have auv idea that Louisiana will be 
excluded, for she is represented in both branch- 
es of Congress. Georgia is in an awkward po- 
sition, beiug represented in the House, whilst 
her Senators are excluded. 
The Sub-Committee ot the House, to whom 
was committed the draft of a new law rega- 
ining the naturalization of loreigners, have 
prepared two bills, one by Mr. Jenckes, the 
other by Mr. Poland. The essential difference 
in these Is as to the jurisdiction of the courts 
over the subject. Mr. Jenckes gives the ex- 
clusive jurisdiction to the Federal courts, 
whilst Mr. Poland, in addition, gives jurisdic- 
tion to the highest State courts within the 
country in which the application shall be made. 
Mr. Jeuckes’s bill provides that before the nat- 
uralization papers be issued, the clerk of the 
court shall post the name of the applicant in 
some conspicuous place for teu days, and shat 
furnish a list of the applicants to the Secretary 
of State. The residence is to be five years in 
the country before a naturalization certificate 
can be issued. 
Legislative. 
Wednesday, Feb. 3. 
In Senate. Bills or their Passage—Bill an 
act to amend chapter 30b of the public laws 
of lSfis, relating to taxation of shares in Na- 
tional Banks; an act relating to school blacks 
and school returns and distribution of the 
State school funds; an act authorizing writs of 
execution to be issued or renewed where the 
persou recovering judgment has deceased; an 
act in. addition to several acts in relation to 
mortgages of personal property ■ bill an act au- 
thorizing Luther Maddox to build and main- 
tain a wharf in Boothbay Harbor; bill an act to 
authorize the construction of a marine Bail- 
way at Boothbay. 
House. Ordered, that the Committee on le- 
gal Reform be directed to inquire into the ex- 
pediency of so altering the laws regulating 
elections that no man shall be allowed to vote 
In any State or Presidential election until he 
shall have paid his poll tax. 
Petitioners to legalize doings of town of Pa- 
lermo had leave to withdraw. 
Bills or their passage—An act to authorize 
S. G. Hogdou to extend his wharf into tide wa- 
ters in the town of Boothbay; biil an act to 
incorporate the Ellsworth Savings Bank. 
PETITION'S PRESENTED AND REFERRED. 
Petition of Patrick Tukey etals., committee 
of the town of Bristol, a.skiug the repeal of 
laws concerning the alewives fishery in said 
town. 
Petition of James Wallace et als. to make 
valid the doings of the town of Milbridge in 
relation to refunding commutations. 
Petition of Eugene Hale et als. for change of 
law as to election of Clerk of Courts. 
Petition of Henry Ingalls etals., members of 
the bar in Lincoln Co., aDd J. J. Kennedy et 
als., relating to tenure of office of Clerk of 
Courts; of Alinon Kennedy et als., of Waldo- 
boro’ in aid of same; of Isaac Reed et als., of 
Waldoboro’ in aid of same. 
Petition of T. W. Vose and 00 als. ot Wlu- 
u-rport in favor of State loaning credit for rail- 
roads. 
Thursday, Feb. 4. 
Oi iO red, that the Committee on the Judiciary 
be instructed to inquire iuto the expediency of 
providing by law for the efiective punishment 
of malicious and wilful trespassers upon prop- 
erty. 
A host of petitions for a constabulary act 
\tvro in 
Friday, Feb. 5. 
Bills ou their passage—An act to regulate 
tilt taking of porgies or menhaden in the wa- 
ters of Maine; an act to incorporate the Pine 
Grove Cemetery of Cberryfleld; an act to in- 
corporate the Damariscotta Savings Bank; an 
act to incorporate the Ellsworth Savings Bank; 
an act to authorize Stephen G. Hodgdon to ex- 
tend his wharf into the tide waters of Booth- 
bay; an act to authorize Geo. S. Wiggiu aud 
Sumner Whitney to extend a wharf into the 
tide waters of Rockland; an act to amend 
cliapt. 382 of the laws of 18G7 entitled an act 
to incorporate the W Interport Railroad Com- 
pany ; an act to extend the corporate powers 
of the Lime Rock Insurance Company; an net 
to amend chapter 9C of the public laws of 18G2, 
relating to the Passamaquoddy aud Penobscot 
Indians. 
House. Ordered, that the Attorney General 
he requested to furnish this House with a brief 
statement of the reasons why tile claim of the 
State of Maine, against B. D Peck, and bonds- 
men, shall be taken from the S. J. Court, and 
referred to the Governor and Council. 
An act to repeal the special laws regulating 
the alewive fishery in the town of Bristol, was 
read and assigned. 
PETITION'S PRESENTED APD REFERRED. 
Petition of Leonard McCobb and als., legal 
voters of Boothbay, for Village Corporation. 
Saturday, Feb, 6. 
In Senate. Mr. Mathews, from the Com- 
mittee ou Fisheries, reported bill an act to re- 
peal an act to regulate tbe sale of lobsters by 
weight instead of count under the rule. 
Ordered, That the Joint Select Committee 
ou Constabulary and Prohibitory Liquor Law 
inquire into the expediency of so amending the 
public laws of 1358 against drinking housea 
aud tippling shops, aud to prevent the sale of 
intoxicating liquors, that officers may seize in- 
toxicating liquors aud detail) them uutii a war- 
rant can be obtained against the same. 
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judi- 
ciary be Instructed to inquire into the expedi- 
ency of establishing a Law Court with inter- 
mediate Courts in the several counties, Instead 
of the present Judicial system. 
PETITIONS PRESENTED AND REFERRED. 
By Mr. Cushing. Of George S. Silsby fit als. 
of Winterport, that the State credit njay b« 
granted in aid of the construction of railroads. 
By Mr. Cushing. Of T. Cushing and others, 
to be incorporated as the \Vinterport Cemetery 
Association. 
House. An act to authorize the Portland, 
Saco 1 Portsmouth Railroad Company to take 
stock in the Portland, Bangor & Machias Steam- 
boat Company, was presented and referrred. 
Monday, Feb. i. 
lx the House. 
PETITIONS PRESENTED AND REFERRED. 
Petition of selectmen of Plymouth for an ap- 
propriation to aid in the completion of a float- 
ing bridge in said town. 
Petition of selectmen aud als. of Newburg 
of selectmen and als. of Troy; of selectroer 
and als. of Etna; of selectmen and als. of Car- 
mel; of selectmen and als. of Detroit; of se 
lectmen and als. of Unity; of selectmen anJ \ 
als. of Stetson; of selectmen and als. of New* j 
port, lor the same, were referred to the Com* ; 
mittee on State Lands and State Roads. 
Petition of A. C. Cary and als; of Chas. j 
McDonald and als.; of Benj. F. Todd; of G. j 
L. Follasbee and als., for an act to loan the j 
credit of the State in aid of railways. 
Petition of selectmen of Wiscasset for an- i 
thority to exempt certain bonds from taxation, j Petition of Joshua Adams for authority to | 
rebuild their wharf in the tide waters of Cam- 
den Harbor. 
Petition of E. H. Barrett for the repeal of 
the act to prohibit the throwing of slabs into 
the Penobscot river. 
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The .New Indiana Senator. 
At the recent election of United States 
Senator in Indiana, by skillful management 
on the part of conservative republicans, the 
regular caucus nominee of that party, Wil- 
liam Cumback,was defeated, and Mr. Pratt, 
a man of conservative ideas, was chosen. 
The new Senator is a gentleman of moder- 
ate views, and high character, who enjoys 
the respect and esteem of the Democrats 
as well as republicans. Physically he is a 
giant, standing nearly seven feet high, and 
of enormous developemeut. The Demo- 
cratic papers of Iudiaua speak in the high- 
est terms of Mr. Pratt. On the occasion 
of his visit to the State capital, alter his 
election, the Democrats joined with the Re- 
publicans, in an invitation to him to address 
them. He accordingly appeared and de- 
livered a brief address. In the course of 
it he paid a high compliment to Mr. Hen- 
dricks, as an “ eminent statesman and ac- 
complished geutlemau." 
Mr. Pratt touched upon the duties he 
would be called upon to perform. As to 
the public debt, he said that, while it should 
I be paid, ilthe method, the time and manner 
of payment are left necessarily to legisla- 
tive discretion. It devolves upon Congress 
to devise and employ such methods as will 
least burden or interrupt industrial pursuits ; 
to so adjust the taxes upon the capital, the 
enterprise and consumption of the country 
i as will least effect the general prosperity 
1 and make all equitably share the burden.” 
j That is sound doctrine. The “ method and 
; manner" of paying the debt are matters 
within legislative discretion, and to be so 
adjusted as to make ai.l equitably share 
the public burden.” We agree to that ful- 
ly. Then as to reconstruction, Mr. Pratt 
as a Republican, of course, holds that the 
policy of Congress has been endorsed by 
the people ; but he is very careful to quulify 
by saying that it is the “ general" policy 
that has been approved, and that “ mauy 
details remain to be settled by prudent and 
patriotic legislation to bring back into har- 
monious union the States lately in rebel- 
lion.” This is well. On the general sub- 
ject of government finances we quote Mr. 
Pratt in full— 
The expenditures of the Government during 
the war, and since its close, have been large, 
and necessarily large. But the time has come 
when the strictest economy in the administra- 
tion of our affairs should begin. If there Is 
any one thing to which both of the great 
parties committed and pledged themselves 
during the past year, when they went before 
the people for their suffrages, it was to the 
retrenchment of expenses, the abolition of 
unnecessary offices, the strictest account- 
ability of public officers, and efficiency and 
honesty In every branch of the public ser- 
vice. These pledges must be redeemed. While 
our people pay their burdeusome taxes con- 
tentedly, when satisfied they are honestly ap- 
plied, they have set their faces like flint against 
waste of the public revenues by their servants. 
They demand that all our resources from taxa- 
tion be sacredly applied to the. reduction of the 
public debt as rapidly us may be: and they de- 
mand that the expenses of the Government be 
reduced to the lowest practicable limit con- 
sistent with its efficient administration. They 
demand that all schemes of internal improoement 
and corporate enterprises, however plausible they 
may seem, which look to the Government for 
aid by way subsidies, be postponed, while this 
mountain of debt continues to east its shadow 
over the nation. They demand that the offices 
be filled with competent, trustworthy mon, se- 
lected solely with reference to their fitness, to 
best serve the interest of the llepublic. 
i ms is souuu uocinuc us we wish to see. 
It is good Democratic sentiment in respect I 
to ‘he opposition to saddling the country 
with a funded debt for all future time, aud 
making the laboring man the serf tit the 
bondholders. So it is iu the declaration 
that the proceeds of taxation should be ap- 
plied to reduce the debt, instead of going to 
enrich plunderers. Before voting away 
large sums of money on any private schemes 
whatever, he is iu favor of paying the pub- 
lic debts—and of being just before we are 
generous. Some excellent men will retire 
from the Senate 0(1 the Fourth of March, 
! but the country hus reason to rejoice that 
! such men as Thurman, of Ohio, Casserly, 
| pf California, Stockton, of New Jersey, and 
Pratt, pf Igdigna. will on that day take their 
seats. 
We have received from R. M. Mansur, Dealer 
iu Organs and Melodeous, Augusta, Me., the 
following pieces of popular Sheet Music, a 
i new style of cheap and fjandy torm. “Gene- 
! Vieve Walt?,” “Silver Chimes,” “Champalgne 
Charlie,” “Blue Eyes” aud “Not for Joseph." 
; lie will send a sample free to any ope lpterest- 
! ed in music who will enclose a stamp to pre- 
pay the postage. Ha would like to receive 
: the address of any person or society who think 
of hiring or buying a good Musical Instrument 
at the most reasonable price. 
The Alabama Treaty. 
The advices from Washington indicate 
that the treaty, which has been negotiated 
with so much care and solicitude, for the 
purpose of quietiug the augry feeling in re- 
gard to the Alabama depredations, will fail 
of ratification in the Senate of the United 
States. This will be a surprise to many 
who had hoped and believed that the vexa- 
tious question was about to be laid at rest 
forever, aud will be a disappointment to 
many of the best friends of the couutry. 
The treaty provides for a settlement on 
terms as fair as we are likely to get from 
England, or from any other power, as the 
result of peaceful negotiations. It submits 
to the commission or to arbitration every- 
thing involved save England’s option to ac- 
cord or withhold belligerent rights in re- 
spect to the Confederacy—and that neither 
England nor any other power is likely to 
submit for decision anywhere else than in 
its own tribunals and councils. If this 
matter is not touched by the terms or re- 
sults of the treaty, we are no losers pros- 
pectively, for the choice is ours to apply the 
same rule in respect to future rebellions 
against England or any other power. 
The difficulty in the way of the ratifica- 
tion of the treaty seems to be the repre- 
sentations of certain ship-owners in Boston 
and New York, that the British govern- 
ment should be held to pay not only for the 
actual destruction of ships, but for the re- 
sulting disadvantage at which American i 
shipping was placed during the war. This 1 
is raising a new issue upon the old one, aud 
the process might go on, one consequence j 
following another, until it shall get to be 
as portentious and involved as “ the house i 
that Jack built,” 
If it is desireable to press these claims J 
to a serious issue—if it is true policy of the 
couutry to provoke augry discussion and 
perhaps hostilities with England—if we can 
reap advantage from war, and are prepared 
for it—that is one thing. But if we are 
sincerely desirous of settling these claims 
on fair terms—on what a disinterested ar- 
bitration may consider fair terras, if the 
commissioners disagree—and on a basis j 
honorable to ourselves—then this treaty | 
should be carefully considered, weighed, 
aud the sentiment ol the country permitted 
to be heard in respect to it. 
The Interest-Question. Last week the 
House of Representatives at Angusta was en- 
gaged in the consideration of a bill for legal- 
izing any rate of interest which the lender and 
borrower of money may rgrec upon, if it be ex 
pressed in writing—but to restrict to six per ! 
cent, all interest not so expressed. After a 
very full discussion, the bill was refused a pas- j 
sage, 62 to 58. A reconsideration was then I 
moved, aud the motion tabled, in readiness to 
be called up at any time. 
The action of the House, in declaring to 
legalize a higher rate of interest than six per, 
cent, is wise and just. The opportunities that 
money lenders now have for taking advantage ! 
of borrowers are quite sufficient. There are ; 
devices enough by which the usury laws may 
be evaded, aud the extortion covered u \ with 1 
the laws as they always have been. Practically ! 
interest is much higher than the legal rate, and | 
lenders find no difficulty in making themselves i 
secure at twice six per cent. Even with the j 
choice paper which finds acceptance at the 
banks, the ruling figures ure eight per cent, j 
Upon the whole we are glad the Legislature j 
has sided with Antonio rather than with Shy- 
lock. 
Wooden Railroads, in the Interior of the 
State of New York, sho;t railroads have been 
built with wooden rails, for conveying lumber, j 
iron ore, &c., which have been found to be very 
cheap and efficient for these purposes. One of 
them is thus described— 
“The rails are of hard maple scantling, 4x0 
Inches, set on round ties, on which are rained ! 
slots, 0x4. The rails, set on edge and keyed 
In the slots by two wooden wedges driven 
against each other, project two inches above 
the ties. The rails admit of bending suClcient- 
ly to make the curves. The ties are laid on the 
earth, and ballasted in the usual manner to two 
inches of the bottom of the rail. It takes 21,- 
120 feet, board measure, of scantliug for a 
mile, and 1,700 ties at three feet apart. Our 
road is a very rough one. We have a great' 
deal of trestle work, some of it over HO feet 
high, which is vastly more expensive than a 
level route. The engines used weigh from 10 
to 14 tons. The rails will probably last about 
five or six years. An engine will move about 
30 tons of freight, at about 6 to 8 miles an 
hour, with heavy grades and sharp curves. 
The company expects to move over this road 
the next year, from 50,000 to 100,000 tons 
freight. Trains have passed over the road, 
light, at the rate of 20 miles an hour; but this 
would not do for freight.” 
The cost of these is set down at only $4000 
per mile—but we dou’t see how it can be as 
low if there Is auy grading or bridging to be 
done. But there is no doubt that this kind of 
a road can be made very profitable in certain 
localities. The Messrs. Sibley, in this city, 
are operating one to carry hogsheads of mo- 
lasses from vessels to their storehouses, and 
contemplate making it a branch of the Belfast 
and Moosehead Lake Railroad. 
The Belfast Journal copies an Item In our 
Augusta correspondence referriug to the part 
which Rev. Mr. Knowlton ofMoutville took in 
the late Senatorial election, and puts a con- : 
structiou upon It which we did not intend. 
While we dislike to see clergymen engage in 
personal politics, and while they have no right 
to claim exemption irom political criticism, if 
euga.ed in politics, because they are clergy- 
men, any remark of ours that could possibly be I 
constructed into reflection upon the character i 
of Mr. Knowlton, either as a Christian man or 1 
tjn lucorruput idle politician, is unjust to him! 
and unjust to ourself. [Riddeford Journal. 1 
lu accordance with the immutable principles 
i of justice, we copy the amende of the Journal 
j—which Is the more freely made, we suppose, 
because it is among the victors lu the Senatorial 
contest. The conquerors can ufl'ord to be mag- 
nanimous. If Mr. Knowlton Is willing to ac- 
cept tlic apology, we shall not he obstinate 
about it. Our Bladeford brother can go, but 
let hint sin no more. 
The Rochester Democrat, a Radical paper, 
says that Senator Morgan, in his contest with 
Fenton, paid as high as §8,500 apiece for many 
votes. The whole number of votes received 
by him was forty, and if all were paid for at 
the price named, they cost him just §100,000. 
But the country at large will have to pay the 
bill eventually. The new Seuator will soon 
hgve his arm up tQ the shoulder iu the treasu- 
ry, like the rest. Men get In those positions 
by the free use of bribery, the corrupt expendi- 
ture of money, oftentimes furnished by a ring, 
ppd then the ring fattens on the tax-payers of 
the country. Ifow loti" shall this be so? 
Death of Hon. John Hubbakd. Ex-Gov. 
John Hubbard died very suddenly, on Satur- 
day, the 6th, of heart disease. 
Dr. Hubbard was not only eminent as a 
physician and surgeon, in the practice of which 
he gained both fame and fortune, but, achieved 
distinction in politics, for which lie had a na- 
tural inclination. In 18ft) ho was the nominee 
of the Democratic party for Governor, and was 
elected over Elijah L. Hamlin, the Whig can- 
didate, and was re-elected the succeeding year 
over Win. G. Crosby. During his administra- 
tion the first Maine Law was passed, and 
through mistaken ideas of.duty, Gov. Hubbard 
gave it his official sanction instead of the veto 
that it deserved. It was the means of divid- 
ing the Democratic party, and of making Mr. 
Crosby Governor for two successive terms, by 
means of au anti-Maine Law Democratic can- 
didate, and au election by the Legislature. 
Gov. Hubbard was greatly esteeified in all the 
relations of life, and will be mourned by a large 
number of friends to whom he was endeared. 
He was 14 years of age. 
The late snow storm was accompanied by 
thunder and lightning oil the Kennebec. The 
Gardiner Reporter says— 
On Thursday morning, about three o'clock, 
our people were favored with the unusual treat 
of a thunder storm in midwinter. Every one 
was aroused by a vivid flash of lightning quick- 
ly followed by a heavy discharge of thunder, 
which was immediately repeated. Lite light- 
ning struck the blacksmith shop in tin' Stevens 
Shipyard, on the Pittston side, tearing out a 
large hole in one end of the roof. There was 
a quantity of hay in the building, but fortu- 
natly the lightuiug did not tire it. The light- 
ning then made tracks for the wire- of the In- 
ternational Telegraph Co and made havoc with 
tiie poles for a quarter of a mile 
The breach of promise business is so profit- 
able that the “ancient and hoiiorabk-s" are 
trying their luck at it. In Hudson, X. J. a 
widow of 41 has sued an unfortunate old fel- 
low of 83, demanding 840,000, because he re- 
fused to come to time. The muling of tile 
love letters in Court created much amusement. 
One of the broken hearted widow’s epistles 
was as follows— 
My Deafest Oi.d I’kt,—Will you come and see me 
before you go t 1 want to see you very much. 1 was 
told you looked sick and miserable, and you looked so 
rosy and happy when you were here iasr that 1 feci very 
much alarmed about you. I must see you. 
Your Maly. 
Is there any jury of his peers who will say 
that the old fellow didn’t get 840,000 worth of 
comfort out of that gushing female? 
Tho Rallying of l ho Patriots 
A large portion of our citizens of tile radical 
persuasion are just now taken with a curious 
breaking out of large yellow envelopes sticking 
out of their pockets. As most of them are phi 
santhropists of the first magnitude, it was at 
first surmised that these envelopes contained 
petitions for the pardon <d Harris, the negro 
murderer. This was a mi-take, however, as 
they were found to be petitions lor offices, it 
is no matter what becomes of the “cullered 
puss.m," so long as there is an oilier from which 
somebody may he ousted. A week ago nearly 
all these candidates were mum concerning their 
object. They -.111 laid low until tho first man 
started with his little paper. Out of the first 
forty that he called on, thirty-seven and a hah 
announced themselves as candidates for the 
same place—and the other two and a half want, 
ed subordinate places. The pursuit is very ab- 
sorbing. Ask any one of these self-sacrificing 
patriots how business is, and lie’ll answer that 
his chance for the Post Office is one in live. 
One of them took ids baby to be leaptiz !. and 
stated its name as Belfast Custom House 
Brown. A man who threw a club at a thieving 
dog, hit three candidates for Hie lbs office, 
and it wasn’t a very good day for candidates, 
either. 
In tins Marl ill state ul puoln soil,nude and 
private demoralization, we have hit upon an 
expedient for saving time, money, breath and 
stationery. Let all the candidates unite in oue 
addresses to the new President like die follow- 
ing : 
PETITION OF THE OU I S. 
To His Illustrious Excellency, Ulysses the 
First. 
We your humble and devoted subjects, who 
have been heretofore, are now, ami shall eter- 
nally be “yours to serve,” respectfully present 
this our petition. And we here set forth for 
your consideration these facts—-First, we are 
loyal. It can’t truly be said of us that we “tit 
into the war”—but will do our yaller d—Jest 
to lit into any place that you may confer on us, 
collectively or individually. Give your assent 
and if there’s a cent to be made we’ll make it. 
Secondly—we were, one and all, the first to 
name you for the Presidency. In the tanner 
we saw the germ of the Chief Magistrate. It 
is a noble calling, that of a tanner, especially 
of black sheep skins with the wool on. We 
claim to be of the brotherhood of tanners and 
curriers—as we are currying favor of you. 
Thirdly—we are honest. We want to reform 
things in the Post-offices and Custom Houses. 
The times call for a large supply of unbending 
integrity in those places—anil our stock is 
large, with no demand in other markets, it 
is said that office rains a man. lint such is our 
patriotism that we are ready t > be ruined, not 
oniy once, but repeatedly in our country’s 
cause. 
Consider t.,esii tilings, O Ulysses. G rant our 
prayers. Make us Collectors of Customs. 
Make us Post Masters. Make us Asses-ors of 
Internal Revenues. Make ns Collectors of tax- 
es made by the Assosors aforesaid. Make us 
detectives. Make us whiskey inspectors. 
| Make us Light-house keepers. Make us any- 
thing that pays. 
Aud your petitioners will ever prey. 
Tin: Oils. 
Tliis will servo as a sort of drag-net, to catch 
all that comes in its way. When it shall he ex- 
amined, and it is found what places li Hast is 
! to have, then the petitioners can get a lint and 
I sonic coppers, and shake for the chances., 
j The editor of the Prog. Age, who is mi great 
shakes,” can get some one to do it for him. 
We think, upon the whole, that thi.- ought to 
I be satisfactory. 
A special correspondent of the Kennebec 
Journal, at King William Court House, Virgin- 
ia, gives t(ie following account of an attempt 
bv a New England veteran to avenge liis do- 
mestic. wrongs : 
‘•We have had a very exciting all'air here. A 
Mr. C. V. Uituer of Rockland, Me., came di- 
rect from his home in that State last week, for 
the purpose of shooting a Mr. John Hilt oX 
Thomaslon, Me., who was engaged in cutting 
ship timber on the Pamnnky river. It appears 
that while Ulmer was in the army as Quarter- 
master of cavalry, John Hilt became criminally 
intimate with his wile, and continued to have 
improper intercourse with her up to the loth 
of September last, when Ulmer discovered the 
fact, and his wile coufessed the full extent ol 
her crime. lie then commenced an action 
against Hilt for adultery, and sued him for $50,- 
000 damages, attaching his property in the 
j country where he lived. The assault ot Ulmei 
| upon Hilt was unsuccessful, the latter having 
received timely notice of his presence and in- 
tentions, and surrounded himself by ids friends 
Ulmer’s lire was without eflect, because he wa.- 
afraid of injuring some innocent party — but he 
intentions were evidently good enough, and In 
told his wronger that although unsuccessfu 
this time, lie might consider this only a ore 
liminary action. Ulmer is i|i King Wiiliau 
eofjnty jail, (Jilt is Ulmer's wife’s uncle, ani 
thy case is represented to be most atrocious it 
j its details. The sympathies of Die parlies win 
Were present when the rencounter took p!ac< 
are all represented to be with Ulmer, and In 
has the earnest wishes of the community fu 
his prompt release from imprisonment 
Letter from Boston. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Church Eillficrt anti Clergyman. A Service 
«f Silver, teller Carrier* in Uniform. 
The First Sleighing. arrimon.v anil XI11- 
»ic. 
Boston, Keb. 6, 1869. j 
Several important clerical changes have tak- 
en place recently in the city, among the most 
interesting of which is the invitation extended 
to Rev. Dr. Huntington, to take the Episcopal 
charge of the diocese of Central New York, 
which he has accepted, and will begin his new 
administration about Easter. The diocese 
covers a region much larger iu territorial ex- 
tent than tlie whole of Massachusetts, and ex- 
tends from a point this side of Utica on the 
east, to Seneca Lake ou the west; and from 
Pennsylvania on the south, to the Thousand 
Isles on the St. Lawrence on the uorth. It is 
a regiou which contains an enterprising and 
industrious population and,numbers about one 
hundred Episcopal parishes. Dr. Huntington 
will leave here a parish of great wealth, iullu- 
ence and liberality, aud a society with which 
liis relations have always been of the most 
harmonious and affectionate kind. He posses- 
e.s great executive skill aud ability, aud many 
qualities which admirably qualify him for his j 
uew position. Those who remember with feel- 
iugs of almost personal animosity and con- j 
tempt his defection from Orthodoxy to Uni- ! 
tarianism, and his subsequet adoption of Epis- 
copacy, and have never been able to forgive | 
his wavering laith, see in this new position on- i 
!y an attainment of tlie ambitious ends for | 
which the oiler of tlie Bishopric of Maine some i 
little time since, was not sufficiently satisfact- 
ory. But. in Ids parish lie will be greatly miss- 
ed, and bis decision is regretted by many warm- 
ly attached friends, both rich and poor. As lar 
as pecuniary matters are concerned, he leaves 
a salary o! five or six thousand for one of twen- 
ty-live hundred dollars a year. 
liov. Dr. Gannett, who is the oldest settled 
pastor m the city, recently sent iu his resigna- 
tion, owing to the failure of his health, after 
forty-live years of faithful Christian services. 
His devoted congregation have refused lo ac- 
cept it, but have offered him a vocation iu 
which to spend some months abroad, for tlie 
recovery of his health and energies. 
All the new churches that are building are 
going up at the South End, whither so much 
of tlie city is continually ineving, aud the “si- 
lent heaven pointing spires” rise there, many 
in number, and beautiful anti rich in structure. 
Tiie spirit of iconoclasra which seems to pre- 
vail among us, or I ought more properly to say, 
the enterprising New England spirit of im- 
provement, does not spare even the old j 
churches, which are taken down to make room 
for dwellings and ware-houses, while the con- | 
gregations emigrate to their new and more 
commodious churches ou the new land. The i 
old church on the corner of Chauncey and Bed- 
ford streets lias been converted into a large 
store with so little exterior alteration that it : 
gives one a feeling of supiise and almost horror 
on seeing the arrangement, which seems like 
desecration of a sacred spot. And •* Church 
Ur "i!' as it was called, in Summer St., the 
queer old fashioned place, with the square gal- 
lery pews, and plain severe architecture, has 
passed away entirely. If. has been rumored 
that the Brattle street church, Dr. Lothrop's) 
which dates back to Revolutionary limes, is al- 
so to fall, and it has been said—with how much 
truth I do not pretend to guess,—that the can- 
non ball which was flrjd into it by the British, 
and lias real lined ever since, as a tangible his- I 
torical relic and reminiscence, will be duly in- 
serted in the side of the new church, wherever 
and whenever it is built! The most beautiful 
among the new churches are two just com- 
pleted in Berkley street, for the societies of 
Rev. Dr. Todd, Orthodox; and Rev. Rufus El- 
lis, Unitarian. They are built of the rough 
brown stone, so much used for the purpose 
now, and are charmingly rambling, irregular, 
uneven in their metho 1 of arrangement, as seen 
from the outside, looking like the pictures one 
always admires so much of the English church- 
es, with windows and towers and unexpected 
corners, meeting the eye on every side. The 
interior of course corresponds with the out- 
side aspect, in beauty of design and richness 
of execution, and they are really ornaments to 
this fair city. 
The musical part of the services at many of 
the South End churches, as well as at Dr. Put- 
nam’s, in Roxbury.is very beautiful,and attracts 
many to whom that element is a necessary one 
in devotional exercises. At Rev. Mr. Ilale s the 
music is perhaps the finest, and on Sunday af- 
ternoons when the Vesper service is given, the 
church is tilled to overllowing, every seat be- 
ing generally occupied ami maay persons stand- 
ing in the galleries. The organist and select 
quartette choir, arc all imbued with the true 
spirit of music, and their selections and rend- 
ering are all that is beautiful and artistic, as 
well as reverent and devotional. Mr. Lang the 
organist, is justly celebrated for his accomplish- 
ments, both as piano and organ player, and his 
exquisite taste and delicate touch are never 
better shown than in his playing up m these 
occasions. A new stop lias recently been ad- 
ded to the organ, called the Tuba Mirabilis, the 
only one of the kind in the country, excepting 
one at Henry Ward Beecher’s church in Brook- 
lyn, and was imported at an expense of a thou- 
I sand dollars. It is made of silver and copper 
mingled and worked in a very delicate manner, 
and the sound is uttered from the organ by 
; means of seven brightly polished mouths like 
j those of a trumpet, at the right upper corner 
I of the instrument. As its name indicates, its 
tones are trumpet-like, but its volume of sound 
; is so immense that it is like fifty trumpets in in- 
tensity and of wonderful sweetness and clear- 
ness. It is used principally in accompani- 
ments, and when at the last hymn, the whole 
great congregation joins the choir, the effect, 
if this stop is used, is grand and beautiful in 
the extreme. 
To come from the elements of peace to a re- 
membrance ami suggestion of “grim visaged 
war,” the window of Sherve and Stauwood’s 
jewelry establishment on Washington St. at- 
i tracts universal attention from the multitude 
who throng that thoroughfare, on account of 
the dazzling display therein of the “presenta- 
tion service” to General Kilpatrick. The com- 
rades of the general who reside orenlisted from 
Comicctk": have given outward expression to 
their appreciation, in a rich and elaborate din- 
ner set iu electro silver plate, many of the pieces 
being also gold lined. It contains forty pieces, 
including every thing required in connection 
vvitli a breakfast, dinner, tea and wine set, all 
profuse'y ornamented with chased and e.n- 
gruv. d designs emblematical of his sphere of 
services ; eagles, flags and bayonets suggestive 
of his campaigns, ami upon the large salver t>ie 
inscription iu illuminated characters, “The vet- 
eran soldiers of Couaectiout to Kilpatrick,” aud 
some other equally polite and appropriate re- 
marks which at this moment memory falls to 
assist me iu transcribing. 
The letter carriers, ui;yl those officials whose 
duly U I., la*e the letters from the street 
; boxes, appeared on the first of February In eu 
tire new uniforms of handsome gray cloth. A 
short jaunty cloak ami small soldier like cap, 
complete their out door attire, and the whole 
costume Is-so uatty, that one is seized with a 
desire to effect a very slight transformation,— 
substitute a hat with a long drooping feather 
for the stiff little cap, and throw the cloak 
gracefully over one shoulder,—put a rapier or | 
poniard in place of the bundle of letters, and 
behold, gay cavaliers of old parade the streets- j 
all ready to light a duel or sing a serenade under 
some fair cue's window. 
The snow storm of the season, a small affair | 
compared with the successful and numerous : 
ones of last winter, has visited us, and left b. 
hind it the first permanent sleighing of the year. 
At this longed lor consummation, the hearts of 
the owners of horses and sleighs rebound -a ilh 
delight, amt merrily sound the bells on all the 
thoroughfares, and especially o', the Brighton 
road, where a perfect carnival reigns. For 
pedestrians, the ice and snow which fondly 
cling to many of the sidewalks are not so pro- 
pitious nor productive of enjoyment. It is a, 
humiliation which nothing else approaches, to i 
measure one’s length upou the sidewalk; one i 
looks wildly ami furtively about to see if auy 
eyes saw the downfall, and then rushes from the 
dismal scene of action. Woe to the improvi- 
dent soul who boldly declares that he lias not 
fallen this winter; he will in the next breath be 
a prostrate illustration of the trite warning that 
pride shall have a fall 1 
A singular und novel feature was introduced 
at a wedding in one of the South End churches 
a few days ago. By particular request of the 
two most interested in the ceremonies, the or 
gau was played during the performance of the 
marriage service To satisfy the pardonable 
curiosity of the intelligent mind as to the sty !>• 
of tile music, I would remark that it was soft 
and gentle in its character. 
In striking contrast to these services are 
those at the church of Rev. James Freeman 
Clarke. This society has also a new church, 
situated at the corner oi Brookline street and 
Warren Avenue, but as the m-aiu part, is not j 
yet reatlv for occupancy, the vestry is at pres- j 
ent used, ami commodious as it is, is hardly I 
large enough to accommodate tile congrega- 
tion. The services are of the simplest kind. 1 
with congregational smj»’mjr of the old and 
well known hymn tunes, and an entire absence 
of formality and ritualism. The simple earn- 
est manner of the preacher, and the discourses 
which he delivers, at once so practical and yet 
so spiritual, are appreciated and responded to ; 
by a most attentive and devout audience, who 
could not if they would, fail to be touched 
and interested by tho manner and matter oi l 
the services. 
GENERALITIES. 
The Oxford Democrat, a strong Maine Law 
paper publishes a slashing article on Judge 
Davis’ letter, over th : signature of Medic. The 
author very neatly runs his dissecting knife 
through the anatomy of the Portland Postmas- 
ter. 
President lolmson by no means concedes 
that he is without a political future. He pur- 
poses to make ,t the business o( his life to 
exterminate lirowulowism in Tennessee—in 
which work we wisti him all success. 
The life of business—advertising. 
Holbrook, the delegate from Idaho, called 
lien. Butler a liar, and was censured by a vote 
of tlie House—tint the operation don't make 
his words less true. 
The New Yorkers say that the city is at the ; 
mercy of robbers and assassins, and nothing! 
will relieve them but summary punishment in- j 
dieted without recourse to law. This is a 
bad state of things. 
Weston, at last accounts, was wallowing [ 
through the snow drifts of Vermont, several 
days behind time. 
Mrs. Kelley, oi Black Brook, N. V., is thirty- 
eight years old, has been married twenty-one 
years, and is now the mother of nineteen chil- 
dren, without ever having had twins, the young- 
est child being thirteen months old. There is 
but ten months' difference in the ages of her 
first born and second horn child. 
The schooner William Sutton arrived ut Glou- 
cester last week with 1j,000 pounds of halibut. 
This is the tlrst arrival of the season from 
Georges. 
A Chicago doctor cures hydrophobia by lo- 
dine. 
An exchange says there “are ten millions, 
more or less, of women in the United States, 
and about live hundred of them want, to vote. 
The shoe business is uncommonly brisk in 
Massachusetts, by reason of orders from the 
South. 
A trout was taken out ot Moosehcad Lake 
last week which was 2 feet 9 inches in length, 
his largest girth about 18 inches, and his weight 1 
17 1-2 pounds It is said to be the largest ever 
taken from that lake. 
The latest device of rascals in New York is 
to shoot people with air guns, that make no ; 
noise. 
Somebody accuses Weston of “selling out' 
ins walking match—that is. Ids miles are not 
square miles. [N. Y. Leader. 
A remarkable electrical phenomenon occur- * 
red during the thunderstorm at Tyngsborough, 
Mass. At about two o'clock a current of elec- 
tricity passed over a large cross-cut saw and 
a bar of iron lvlug in juxtaposition, and they ; 
were so thoroughly fused by the heat that they : 
could not be separated by hand. 
Mayor S. B. Phinuey has retired from the ! 
Barnstable. Mass., Patriot, after an editorial; 
experience of 40 years in its columns and a 
straight Democrat all the time. 
Benjamin l' owle, one ot a gang of counter- 
feiters who have been operating largely at 
Bangor of late, has been arrested in that city, 
lie came from Lowell, Mass. 
An Illinois editor, speaking o( a rogue who ! 
lived iu his vicinity, says “The rascal has1 
! broken every bank, jail and Sabbath we have ! 
had in this country for the last fifty years.” 
Two New York brokers indulged in a light! 
iu the gold room, the other day, in the course 
of which there was some very pretty hitting 
and a couple of bloody noses. 
Dr. Mudd has been pardoned. Every officer 
and soldier of the Tortugas garrison petitioned 
for it, from gratitude for the Doctor's medical 
services during the yellow fever season. 
The Illinois legislature is regulating the rate 
of railroad fares. 
The whole ICenueUec region is running mad 
about masked balls. Pish bails are cheaper and 
more wholesome. 
Sheriff Grose was at the State Prison on 
Monday last, and read to Harris his death war- 
rant. He appeared to be unconcerned and in- 
different during the reading, and made no re- 
ply whatever. [Rockland Patriot. 
Bottom up.—A Horse-Sleigh and two ladles 
last week on Main St. [Rocklaud Patriot. 
Only ttear that! The ladies ought not to 
permit the Patriot man to go Into thestreeton 
sleighing days, except with his eyes bandaged. 
Hon. Thomas M. Hayes, a prominent lawyer 
I °f Boston, formerly of Saco, died from an at- 
i tuek of paralysis, on the first iust, 
The Journal is sotting a wide circulation. 
We have a subscriber at Gibraltar. Shipmas- 
ters who may touch there, will find the Jour- 
nal on (He with Mascarenhas & Hall. 
An ambitious stable-keeper in East Broad- 
way, New York, has an immense sign on the 
front of his establishment “Hotel de Horse.' 
l)ea. Henry Clark, of Tremont, who has pe 
titioued for a charter for a telegraph line from 
3. W. Harbor to Ellsworth, is getting the poles 
for the wire scattered along the track. [Ells- 
worth American. 
The editor of the Portland Transcript caught 
a severe cold while in Augusta recently—he 
suspects from the influence of the cold water 
convention. We once knew a person who ex 
perieneed a similar infliction from reading Dr. 
Kane’s Arctic Voyage. 
The Memphis Bun says;—“We predict that 
Andrew Johnson, like John Quincy Adams, ol 
ex-Presidents, will die in office, and that he 
will soon lead in the tierces' pollticul conflict 
ever known In the annals of Tennessee. 
Attention is called to the advertisement or 
the Eastern .stale Normal School, at Casliue. 
it affords excellent facilities, especially for 
those Intending to become teachers. 
Linn's woolen factory at Hartland, uses an 
uually one hundred and forty thousand pounds 
of wool in manufacturing shawls and Scotch 
tweeds. The value of these goods manufuctur 
ed annually amounts to oue hundred andtwen 
ty-tive thousand dollars. 
A writer in one of the dailies is in favor of 
putting a packet on the route from Portland to 
Hancock. By this packet goods could be de- 
livered at Soutli West Harbor, Bar Harbor, 
Franklin, Sullivan, West Uouldsboro, and Han- 
cock, eleven months of the year. Our city has 
tloue nobly in the past in opening the Eastern 
trade and we trust they will give ti ls move- 
ment all the attention it merits. [Portland 
Transcript. 
Kev. Mr Kelly ot Mach las baptized six per 
sons last week by immersion. The weather 
was very cold and the ice required much cut- 
ting to secure a space of open water sufficient 
for the work. 
The counterfeit twenty-live cent scrip, it is 
said, can be detected by observing that “Fes- 
senden eye has more black around it tbun the 
genuine.” It can't be so black an eye as Mor- 
rill got at Augusta the other day. 
The Spanish authorities at Havana sent a 
peace commissioner to the insurgents in the 
interior, l’hey sent him back, saying that they 
meant tight and independence. Poor old Spain 1 
Mr. William Brown, proprietor of the Eagle 
Hotel, at Haverhill, has kept that house over 
fifty years, and can remember when Washing- 
too stopped there, and also an ovation given 
by Thomas Jefferson in oue of the parlors. 
II C. Dorsey, an eccentric gentleman of 
Pawtucket, li. 1., seut to Warden Klee the funds 
to give all the convicts in the State Prison a 
good turkey dinner. 
Our Minister at Brussels recently gave a 
dinner at which every dish was imported from 
America. 
A man in Missouri, insane on religion, re- 
cently offered his daughter “a sacrifice to 
Christ”—that is he strangled her and cut her 
body in pieces. 
Tin Whig relate* that a selectman ami con 
stable of a neighboring town iell among the 
wicked in Bangor, got very drunk, and was put 
in the watch-house. He was likewise beaten 
during tlie evening and robbed of watch and 
money. Does the Maine Taw extend as far as 
Bangor? 
Rkpkiev k ut Kauris, in accordance with 
a resolution of the House of Representatives, 
the Governor lias reprieved Harris for thirty 
days. L; is said that lie lia> made another con- 
fession in which he insists thatVerrill is guilty. 
The Bar Association of Cumberland County 
recently partook ol a -upper at the United 
Stalls Hotel, in Portland. The Advertiser ag- 
gravate- the profession where by publish- 
ing the bill of fare. 
The following strange story is told in a Geor- 
gia paper : A lew days ago there were found 
in the woods, near this place, two hogs, with 
double-barrelled guns—said guns having been 
discharged—and not many steps distant were 
two colored men, quite dead, who had beem 
tired upon by the hogs, while in the act of run 
uiug away." 
They are overhauling the divorce 1 aws at 
Augusta. A bill has been reported whicJSs pro- 
vides that where a divorce for adultery isgrani. 
ed, the party in fault shall not be permitted to 
marry again at once. But after "going It 
alone” lor ibiee years, the Court may give leave 
to try ! lie yoke again. 
The woman in N't w Jersey who sued a gay 
youth of SO for breach of promise, got 83000. 
Tlie mdiscreel chap should hav,- had one of our 
quit-claim blanks. 
New Yorkers who go out after dark do not 
display any jewelry, tearing llial a gold chain 
or a diamond pin may attract the attention of 
the highway men and desperadoes that infest 
the city. 
A barber in Pittsburg, Pa., shot and killed a 
little boy who persisted in looking in at ids 
window after being ordered away 
The President has is-ued an order directing 
that the remains of Mrs. Surrat tie delivered 
to her family lor decent burial. 
An a ngaged couple” in Hartford have been 
making love for thirty years, Imt haven’t dared 
to marry for lc-ar ot two awful mothers-in-law 
in prospective 
ft co.-ts $10 for a while man to go to tli.e in- 
auguration bad at Washington. No quotation* 
for colored persons. 
Oui amdeu correspondent writes t oac quite 
a number of young m u from than town are 
about to leave lor California. 
-ui. noupi i. irum uiii «>n Ways 
Hid M'mijs, ha> reported in Congiress n very im- 
portant bill, which forbids the- increase of the 
public debt. It oui'ht to pass. 
At the recent term c*f the Supreme Judicial 
Court held at Bangor* seventeen divorces were 
decreed. 
Mr. Soule, Postmaster at Somerville, writes 
to us that tin* tacts concern in- a recent fire In 
that town have been misrepresented. 'Die sta- 
ble that was burned on the night of the 2.r>tti, 
belonged to A. \\ Krskine, of Palermo, and 
was occupied by A. L. Soule and Warren 
Glitkkn. I'bey lost property worth #200 
eaeLt, ii. til- tire. Mr Soule was badly burned 
in trying to save the property. The building 
was fully insured. 
The proposed bridge between New York amp 
Brooklyn will be one ot the great wonders of 
the world- .surpassing any bridge now In ex- 
istence. It. will be suspended from towers, 42 
feet higher than Bunker Hid Monument; and 
a single span of it will he 1000 feet long! and; 
138 feet above the waters of the East river 
Its cost is estimated at eight million dollars. 
The Illustrated Almanac of Appleton & Co 
for 180H, is an elegant affair, full of splendid, 
illuminated engravings, and afforded for only 
30 cents. We received a copy from II. Brown 
is. Co. See their advertisement 
\ man fell into a vat of hot melted sugar at 
East Boston, and was terribly scalded. 
Rockland Eire Company, No. 1, that was 
making ttselt very happy over a lunch of 
crackers, cheese, and hot coffee, suddenly ex- 
perienced a revulsion of feeding and a commo- 
tion in the bowels. There was unwholesome- 
ness In some of the provender, which is being 
analyzed. 
On Monday, Eob i I. Mr. Thomas J. Hill, of 
Stetson, was taken with apoplexy while un- 
harnessing his horse in his stable, and died in 
about three hours. He had been a resident of 
Exeter over fifty years 
Local items, &c. 
Lm:r.M. The lecture on the evening of tin- sth was 
t»y >. L. Millikcn, Esq., on the subject of “Aristocracy.' 
He took issue w llh the commonly received belief that tlie 
human race would have been happier and better had the 
transgression of our first parent* never taken place. 'The 
arse pronounced upon man that in the sweat ot his 
brow he should eat his bread, wa- a blessing in disguise 
;or by it the race that would have be^n helpless and de- 
pendent, was hardened into a noble race ot men and 
women who could achieve t tie conditions of happiness, 
The Creator evidently designed the transgression, lor lit 
■ rbad* the woman to rat ot the fruit, without telling her 
--. in.t it was— in i no woman existed whose curiosity 
mid withstand that. 
Pi-oe. ding ti tin consideration of his subject, the 
lecturer reviewed the aristocracies oi the world, theii 
element*, purposes and methods. They are the impel- 
.nation of selfishness, preying on their fellow men, and 
characterized by ohlm -s, rapacity and cruelty. Napo- 
u-oi: Bonaparte, the child and champion of the people, 
was the deadly toe ot European aristocracy for twenty 
year*. When it cot him at a disadvantage it tortured ii in; 
to death on the reck of i*t. Helena. 
The lecturer next proceeded to treat ot American aris- 
tocracy, exemplified in the late slave-holding popula- 
tion His mental wheels got into the ruts ol last sum- 
mer t m-erint speeches, and the driver for a time 
(x-iabored with h’s wordy whip the phantoms ot that ex- 
tinct class. 
1 lie aristocracies ot Rome were discussed with theii 
long and obstinate conflicts with antagonistic powers 
and their triumph in the destruction of Carthage. Having 
’'roamed with old Romulus" a while, the lecturer ex 
per fenced another laps*' into the electioneering capita 
of the late contest, and pictured a quiet farmer ot Utica 
New York, Horatio Seymour by name, as the prince o 
aristocrats, addressing a mob ot ruffians as his friends : 
The antagonistic principles of aristocracy and democra 
cy, of the people and their oppressors, the lecturer said 
were to be found in the times of the English revolutior 
—the king and his nobles representing one, while Crom- 
well, Hampden, Pyin and the roundhead* generally wen 
typical of the other. The cavaliers were the cruel, re 
Unties wicked oppressors—the roundheads the amiable 
mg suffering and forbearing guardians of the germ o: 
freedom and human rights. From the latter sprung the 
Pilgrims ol New England, whose transmitted qualities 
are to-day ruling this country. The aristocracy of wealth 
was dwelt upon briefly, and its pretension* treated in a 
▼ ien ot ridicule and sarcasm. 
There was much ability in the matter of the evening's 
discourse, showing historical reading, and philosophical 
thought, with an acceptable spice of pungent wit and 
humor. There was also something of the bitterness of 
party spirit and denunciation, that was out of place for 
ie time and occasion, and hud better have been omitted- 
By a misunderstanding, the lecture for next Monday 
•'■vtiiug was announced as trom Hon. J. G. Dickerson. 
Judge, who has been very much engaged ot late has 
,; -pared a lecture—so that some other gentleman wi i 
substituted or a postponement announced hereafter 
City B >nl>>. Judge Dickerson his just returned from 
Boston, whither be has been, as agent lor the city, in 
uegotiatin g the sale of its bond.- for the railroad slock, 
li ‘fleered an arrangement with Messrs. Kidder, Pea- 
body & Co., one ol the heaviest fiftms on State street, to 
place the bonds on the market, and undertake negotia- 
i: ms with purchasers. They at once advanced $10,000, in 
anticipation of sales. One of the city Savings Banks will 
also take $50,000. Not the lea-1 difficulty is anticipated 
In disposing ol the bonds at good figures as fast as the 
money will be Deeded. People in this vicinity who think 
of making purchases should be getting ready their green- 
backs. No better investments are offering. 
At a meeting of the Waldo County Medical Associa- 
tion.’’ held in tins city, on the 2d inst., the following 
resolutions were adopted: 
Resolved, That this association, having suffered a se- 
f.r,. )os« in the death ol Dr. George Holmes of Belmont, 
-nuce our last meetiug, desires to record its sense of the 
merit.- of Dr. Holmes as a well qualified physician, a zeal 
ousand discriminating officer oi this society, a faithful 
Mend of the poor, aud an upright, conscientious, estima- 
te man. We deplore his death, and honor his memory. 
Resolved, That the foregoing resolution be published 
In the county papers, anil communicated to the relative! 
of the deceased. 
Enticed into Pierce's Hall, on our way homeward, om 
night last week, by the lights and music, we experience! 
an hour ol rare enjoyment as a lookei on. The waltzcr: 
swayed to the cadence* of the music, rich dresses flut 
tered, bright eyes shone, soft lights glowed, while ovei 
uud around all floated tlie rare nd thrilling notes o 
Whiddon * vivlin. The winter storm howled without 
out all wa- mirth and enjoyment within. It was a sight 
cause the ancient mid honorabh--: to heave a long, lou£ 
*igh fortlnir lost youth I 
•u ucs-iay, n couple oi teams, much resembling ach 
ther. were fastened opposite our office. The owner of 
r-- who had been seeing the sights around town, got 
into the wrong vehicle, and started homeward. Aston- 
ished at tin tran f< rm iti m < his j lodding animal intoi 
and prancing sic. d, he put him to his 2 :-10 gait. A 
ast accounts th.- -party of the other part' was in slow 
< ut anxious pursuit, to get rid of his forcible swap. 
A grocer oi this city relates to us how he was taken 
down it peg by some small boys. One ol them came in. 
itoj des:rcd to buy u cent's worth ot some article Wt 
don’t sell by the cent’s worth,” was the reply.. Soon attei 
the urchin put in a second appearance, reinforced by som 
omrades Do you sell Vin by tin quarter’.' worth V 
Yes.” “Well, we don't want any !" 
The value of the Hilling products of the District o 
Belfast, in :h('>s, was $2':2,'*< <». Of this amount marl; 
$125,000 was for mackerel, about $50,000 for eodflsli, ant 
nearly $25,000 lor oil, principally from menhaden or pur 
gles The value of the lobsters taken and canned was es 
tlmatecJ at $12,000. 
1 iu.- Methodists oi this city hold their quarterly meet 
mg next Sabbath, ltev. K. A. Helraerhausen supplie: 
the pulpit in tip- afternoon. Sabbath evening a Mission 
uiy meeting to attend which a hearty invitation i- ex 
tended. 
Our friends.lrom the country should be careful when 
hey leave their horses in our streets at this snowy time 
the avalanches from tin ro d-* have spoiled many n goo< 
s!>*igh this winter. 
Workmen who were excavating to find aleak in the ga 
pipe on Chureh street, accidentally struck a jock througl 
th- Iron, making a hole an inch in diameter. A mate] 
w is unwisely applied to the gas, and a jet of lire of hug 
size turned out. It was extinguished with some difficulty 
A dividend of six per cent, on the stock in the Bango 
xnd Macliias steamers has been declared, and will b( 
; »id out to the holders in Belfast at the Savings Bank. 
l ut attention of ladies and others desiring firsl elate 
•esviug machines is called to the advertisement ot Mrs. 
Vf >rrisc*a, in this paper, who is agent for the sale of the 
Florence .Sewing Machine. 
u \V -rthing, a well known citi/cn of Belfast ant 
rf •siciont lor fifty years, died on Saturday last, aged SO. 
B was an honest and honorable man, and though in ai: 
aruble sphere, he was respected by all who knew him. 
We hear that Kcv. Mr. ilayford, formerly of the Uni 
vcrsallst Church; of this city, who embraced spiritualist! 
-me years ngo, has renounced that belief, and appliet 
r i‘.-admission to the ministry. 
uur people are not yet up to the importance of pub- 
lishing such little family events as births. But we mean 
-a keep presenting the prolific records of otln-r localities 
until they get “familiar with its face.” 
The steamer Lewiston, we learn, will be started on tin 
Machlas route about the 5t!i of March, touching at Bel- 
fast. 
He would say to our correspondent wlit 
questioned the correctness of our legal position 
'U the road question, that it is just so. A town 
’’ city acquires only the right of way, which ol 
course includes the t ight of keeping and main- 
bluing it as a way, and to do all tilings neces- 
sary to make it sale and convenient. The au- 
thorities have tlie right to judge, perhaps, 
whether a tree interferes witli travel, and tc 
eul it down. Hut if a highway is discontinued, 
the land reverts to the estate from whicli it was 
taken. And while it is a highway no one car 
cut even the grass that may grow there, except 
by permission oi the adjoining owner, without 
committing a trespass. In large cities, where 
space is valuable, the proprietors of buildings 
•sometimes construct arches under the streets, 
uud occupy them. Some ol the daily papers in 
5ie-w York are printed on presses that are run in 
Chese.rooms, with all tiie traffic of the metropo- 
lis passing above them. 
Several ^persons have been arrested in Roch- 
ester, N. Y., charged with an attempt to de- 
fraud a life insurance company. One ol them, 
Allen, had his life insured for $5000 in July 
last, and shortly afterwards assigned the poli- 
cy to a man named Garlock, a lawyer. On 
Thanksgiving Day, Allen was reported to have 
been drowned while fishing. Two men made 
affidavits that they saw him fall from a boat 
aud drown. Suspicion being aroused, all the 
parties have been arrested, including Allen, 
who confessed that he was not drowued, not- 
withstanding the testimony of his friends. 
From the Portland Argo.!. 
1’itoMorioN or Anatomical Science. Maine 
ba> a Medical College which she lias done, much 
to encourage and in which she takes a just 
pride. Site has made it lawful for Professors 
and students to obtain a practical knowledge 
of hitman anatomy by dissection, but she lias 
provided no method by which proper subjects 
may be obtained for this purpose. Ou the con- 
trary every source from which they might be 
derived is guarded by heavy penalties. This 
contradictory policy ul assuming to promote 
a branch oi knowledge indispensible to pliyd- 
eians and which it is of the highest importance 
to life and health in the community that they 
should possess, and thru closing the door to 
every means by which alone that knowledge 
can be obtained, is unworthy of enlightened 
statesmanship and embarrassing beyond meas- 
ure to the profession. 
Other states, Massachusetts, New York, 
Pennsylvania, for example, have adopted a 
more consistent and sensible course by provid- 
iug that in certain cases subjects may be l’ur- 
; nished to physicians for dissection, vithin the 1 respective Mutes. They have, however, made it 
1 a t?tate prison offense for such subjects to be 
; transferred from the State to be used for a like 
purpose elsewhere. The consequence is that 
while physicians and medical colleges in other 
States enjoy every advantage for the promotion 
of anatomical science, there are no lawful 
meaus by which the physicians and students 
I in Maine may possess the same advantages. 
To remedy this, a bill has been before the 
I legislature lor several years, and its passage 
urged by the Medical Association, of the State 
; and others, providing that in certain cases sub- 
jects for dissection may be supplied. Such a 1 
bill will be presented to the present legislature. 
We have examined it and believe it to be care- 
fully guarded and not obnoxious to reasonable 
objection. It applies only to cities and towns 
of over 5000 inhabitants, less than a dozen in 
all, and it would, without wronging any one, 
remove the disability to which the profession 
is now subjected, so much to the predjudice of 
thorough and needful sciontilic knowledge. 
We hope, therefore, that this matter will re- 
ceive the favorable consideration of tiie legis- 
lature and that tiie singular anomaly in our 
educational policy above referred to, may be 
removed by tiie enactment of a law like that 
I proposed, ft seems to us to lie due to the pro- 
gress of science and to the medical profession 
that judicious legislation of this kind should at 
once be adopted. 
There is a great deal of force in the argn- 
j incuts advanced in the above article. Tiie in- 
consistencies of the laws upon the subject are 
| even greater than are there staled. A surgeon 
is pecuniarily liable to bis patient for his want 
! of anatomical knowledge, if injury results 
Irom it. white the law liars him from the only 
j moans of obtaining that knowledge. It is 
dearly the duty of the Legislature to sanction 
the obtaining of anatomical subjects, in eases 
where it can be done with no injury to the 
feelings of the living or harm to the public. 
We nave nut. seen the bill referred to, but i! il 
meets these requirements, wo-should certainly 
favor its passage. 
I _ 
Concentrated Responsibility. 
; There appears to be, in these days.'an increasing 
desire by the public for things that are permanent. 
I substantial, and in every wav reliable. This, as a 
sign of the times, is most encouraging. In our ptib- 
| lie buildings we see massiveness and an extent of I accommodation never thought of by our fathers; in 
I our bridges, telegraphic cables, immense railroad 
| lines, and all internal improvements, we are willing 
to sacrifice any considerations ol presenior doubt- 
ful advantage, for permanence security, and ex- 
tended capability. So too in regard to our incor- 
porated institutions, we exhibit a disposition tc 
establish such bodies upon wide and secure toun- 
darions, to abandon the idea of numerous small and 
comparatively irresponsible companies, with limi- 
ted capitals, and to concentrate, as tar as possible 
the responsibility on which the public monetary 
interests may depend. The substitution of a relia- 
ble and concentrated bank-note system in the place 
of that one which allowed a little bank, in any little 
town, to send out notes of very little value, any- 
where but at borne,and which might become at any 
moment of no value anywhere, lias been of the 
greatest public service.’ A national bank-note, 
issued in Maine, is perfectly good in Florida, and 
if the issuing bunk cannot redeem it, the Treasury 
Department at Washington will. 
| So with Insurance and other Companies of the 
i kind. The most popular life insurance company in 
America will doubtless be the “National Life'in- 
; surance Company ot the United States.” The char- 
ter ot this Company is not given by anv state Turn- 
I islature, but by the United States Congress, it ”, 
intended to cover in its operations the whole ooun 
| try. Its capital, not dependent upon future contin- 
geueic-, is one million dollars, all paid in. Its 
! directors and managers arc men who stand at the 
t very bead of financial affairs in this country, Clar- 
ence It. Clark. Jay Cooke, and others of the yen 
1 highest integrity. There is nothing about tbit 
Company which shows any signs ot possible weak- 
u-ss iu its construction. It is not necessary that 
1 its business should increase, and its affairs flourish 
in order that it may be reliable and competent to 
j meet all losses and just demands. It i-- so now 
Founded by men of wealtii, its position is such at 
its very inauguration, as few companies can hope 
to reach alter years of successful existence. There 
is no risk, no dependence on the future success oi 
the Company for one’s belief in its character. 
Besides this substantial foundation, the National 
Life Insurance Company presents many induce- 
ments to those who wisli to make provision for tilt 
future of their families. Its rates ar‘- very low ir 
comparison with other companies. Its policies arr 
negotiable, but cannot be attached by the creditors 
of the insured. All its promises are definite ami 
certain—there is no chance or dependence on fu- 
ture profits in any of them. There are no unneces- 
sary restretions in its policies, and no extra” 
charges of any kind. 
; Then, its plans are of various and advantageous I kinds. By one, a party can lie insured in the ordi- 
J nary method. By another, all the money receiver 
i as premiums w 11 tie added to tlie amount of tin 
I policy and returned to the heirs at the death of tlio 
| insured. By the Endowment Plan, the policies | are payable to the insured after the lapse of a st-at- 
'; ed term of ten years, or to his heirs whenever his 
| death may occur. 
j By the Income-producing Plan not only will tin. I family or heirs of the insured party receive the full 
i amount of his policy at his death, but lie will, him- 
self, receive a yearly income, after ten, fifteen, oi 
more years, as may be agreed upon. 
Therefore, it is easy to preeeive that, bv uniting in one Company, all advantages, both of plans o; 
insurance and of absolute security, arising from an 
immense combination of capital.'tue National Life 
Insurance Company gives every promise of being, 
truly, The Life Insurance Company of the nation, 
l’bilo Horsey, Agent, Belfast, Maine. 
The New York Tribune says the reason why 
Plantation Bitters are so generally used is ow- 
ing lo the fact that they are always made up to the 
| original standard, and of pure material, let tin 
: price be wliat it will. The Tribune just hits tin 
! uuil on the head, for Plantation Bitters arnoi 
1 made only of pure material, hut the people an •I told what they are made of, as the receipt is wrap- 
ped around each bottle. Don’t go home without a 
bottle. 
Magnolia Water. Superior to the best im- 
ported Herman Cologne, and sold at halt the pi ice 
It is now generally admitted by honest Physi- 
cians, that when once the Consumption is fairly fastened upon the lungs, no human power can save 
the patient from death. They also sav that aboui 
fifty per cent, of those who die from 'this discast 
can trace the cause to a neglected cold, which might 
have been CHred by a small bottle of Liquid Opo- 
deldoc, or what is the same thing, Johnson’s Ano 
i dyne Liniment. 
i Cut this notice out and bring it with you. Wc 
I are authorized to refund I he cash to any person oi 
perons who shall buy and use Parsons' Purgative 
I Pills and fait of relief anil satisfaction. 
I Speer’s Standard “ Wine Bitters.” Com- 
j biniug stimulant and astringent properties, with 
I freedom from acidity, are very agreeable to the ! taste, and in esses of pure debility, accompanied 
; with Indignation, his Wine Bitters” is the most 
; reliable tonic, and will give tone to the system. 
: We regard them as the best ever offered to the 
| public. 
Sold by Druggists. 
BELFAST PRICE CLRRE.TT, 
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL. 
Belfast, Wednesday, February 10,1809. 
Flour, $8 to 10 Ilound Ilog, 12 to 13 
i Corn Meal, 1.20 to 0.00 Clear Salt Pork, $31 to 34.00 
KyeMcal, 2.00 to 0.00 Mutton per lb, 5 to 7 
AJye, 1.75 to 0.00,'Lamb per lb, 0 to 8 
I Corn, 1.20 to 0.00! turkeys, per lb, 20 to 25 
Barley, 1.25 to 1.30,'Chickens per lb, 17 to 20 Beans, 3.25 to 3.75!Ducks, per lb, 25 to 00 
I Cats, 80 to 85!IIay per ton, $10 to 13 Potatoes, 00 to OOJLirne, 1.50 to 0,00 Dried Apples, lo to 12! Washed Wool, 38 to 42 
Cooking, 50 to 75JUnwashed Wool, 28 to 30 
Butter, 35 to 40JPulled Wool, 15 to 00 
Cheese, 18 to 22'Hides. 9 to 00 
Eggs, 25 to OOjCalf Skins, 17 to 00 
Lard, 20 to 23;Lamb Skins, 75 to 1.25 
Beef, 9 to 11; Wood, hard, O.OOtoS.OO 
Apples. Baldwin, 1.00 to 125; Wood, sofi, 4.00 to0,00 
«LOrCE§TEtt FISH MARKK'ff. 
[For the week ending Feb. 5.] George’s codfish—None 
in the market. Blackerel—sales of small lots Bay l’s at 
$27; .Shore l’s $23. Fresh Halibut in light receipt; sales 
Western Bank at 9c; Georges 10c. Smoked Halibut 
scarce : last sales at 12c per lb. Oil—cod 87c per gall. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. j 
Wharfage and Storage, 
On the principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable j 
terms, inquire of 
13tf W. U. tHlKPSOX. j 
AN.-FEMALES, OWING TO THE PECU- 
\\ liar and important relations which they sustain, 
the peculiar organization, and the offices they perforin, 
are subject to many sufferings. Freedom from these 
contribute in no small degree to their happiness and wel- 
fare, for none can be happy who are ill. Not only so, 
but no one of these various female complaints can long 
be suffered to run on without involving the general 
health of the individual, and ere long producing perma- 
nent sickness and premature decline. Nor is it pleasant 
! to consult a physician for the relief of these various deli- 
cate affections, and only upoD tlie most urgent necessity 
will a true woman so lar sacrifice her greatest charm as 
to do this. The sex will then thank us for placing in 
their hands simple specifics which will be found emca- 
cious in relieving and curing almost every one of those 
troublesome complaints peculiar to the sex. 
IIklmbold’s Extract or Buchu. Hundreds suffer 
on in silence, and hundreds of others apply vainly to 
| druggists and doctors, who either merely tantalize them 
with the hope of a cure or apply remedies which make 
( them worse. 1 would not wish to assert anything that 
would do injustice to the afflicted, but 1 am obliged to 
say th it although it may be produced from excessive ex- 
! haustion ol the powers of life, by laborious employment, 
unw holesome air and food, profuse menstruation, the use 
| of tea and coffee, and frequent childbirth, it is far oftener 
j caused by direct irritation, applied to the mucous mem- 
; brane ol the vagina itself. ! When reviewing the causes of these distressing com- 
plaints., it is most painful to contemplate the attendant 
| evils consequent upon them. It is but simple justice to 
the subject to enumerate a few ot the many additional 
causes which so largely affect the life, health, and happi- 
ness of woman in all classes of society, and whico, con- 
sequently, affect more or less directly, the welfare of the 
entire human family. The mania that exists fer preco- 
cious education and marriage, causes the years that na- 
ture designed lor corporeal developement to be wasted 
and perverted in the restiaints ot dress, the early confine- 
ment of school, and especially in the unhealthy excite- 
ment ot the ball-room. Thus, with the body half-clothed, 
and the mind unduly excited by pleasure, perverting in 
midnight revel tlie hours designed by nature for sleep 
and rest, the work of destruction is half accomplished. 
In consequence ot this early strain upon her system, 
! unnecessary effort is required by the delicate votary to 
j retain iier situation in school at a later day, thus aggra- 
vating the evil. When one excitement is over, another 
j in prospective keeps the mind morbidly sensitive to im- 
pression, while the now constant restraint ot fashionable 
i dress, absolutely forbidding tlie exercise indispensible to 
i the attainment'and retention of organic health and 
1 strength; the exposure to night air; the sudden change 
ol‘ temperature; the complete prostration produced by ! excessive dancing, must, of necessity, produce their le- 
gitimate effect. At last, an early marriage caps the cli- 
max of misery, and tlie unfortunate one, hitherto so ut- 
I terly regardless of the plain dictates and remonstrances | ot her delicate nature, becomes an unwilling subject of 
medical treatment. This is but a truthful picture of the 
1 experience ol thousands of our young women. 
Long before the ability to exercise the functions of the 
J generative organs, the} require an education of their 
peculiar nervous system, composed of what is called the 
I tissue, which is, in common with the female breast and 
j lips, evidently under the control ol mental emotions and 
associations at an early period of liie; and, as we shall 
j subsequently see, these emotions, when excessive, lead, long before puberty, to habits which sap the very life of 
! their victims ere nature has sell-completed their develop- 
ment. 
For Female Weakness and Debility, Whites orLeucor- 1 rlicea, ’l oo Protuse Menstruation, Exhaustion, Too Long 
Continued Periods, lor Prolapsus and Bearing Down, or 
Prolapsus Uteri, we offer the most perfect specific known. 
11 klmbold’s Compound Extract Buchu. Direc- 
tions lor use, diet, and advice, accompany. 
! Females in every period of life, from infancy to ex- 
treme old age, will find it a remedy to aid nature in the 
| discharge ol its functions. Strength is the glory of man- 
hood and womanhood. IIklmbold’s Extract Buchu 
j i» more strengthening than any of the preparations of 
j Bark or Iron, infinitely saler, and more pleasant. liklmbold’s Extract Buchu, having received the in- 
dorsement of the most prominent physicians in the 
! United States, is now offered to afflicted humanity as a 
1 certain cure tor the following diseases and symptoms, 
I from whatever cause originating: General Debility, 
Mental.and physical Depression, imbecility, Determina- 
| lion ol Blood to the Head, Contused Ideas, Hysteria, 
General Irritability, lUstlessness and Sleeplessness at 
Ni.ht, Absence of Muscular Efficiency, Loss of Appetite, 
Dyspepsia, Emaciation, Low Spirits, Disorganization or 
! Paralysis ol the Organs of Generation, Palpitation ol the 
lie aii, and, in lact all the concomitants ot the Nervous 
and Debilitated state ol the system. To insure the genu- 
i ne, cut ties cut. Ask lor 11 KLMBOLD’S. Take no other. 
) Soid by Druggists and Dealers everywhere. Price $1.25 
) per bottle, or six bottles lor $ii.5b. Delivered lo an> ad- 
dress. Describe symptoms in all communications. Ad- 
dress ii. 1. llELMItOLD, Drug aud Chemical Ware- 
! house, o’B Broadway, N. Y. 
’V ONE AKE GEM INI; UNLESS DONE UP IN 
| steel-engraved wrapper, with lac-simile ol my licinic d NVarehou.se, and signed 
H. T. HELMBOLD. 
PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE- 
\o. 4 IIuHincli Street, 
(Opposite Revere House,) BOSTON 
rpm: Trustees of this Institution take pleasure in an* X- nouncing that they have secured the services of the 
eminent and well known Dr A. H. HAYES, late Sur- 
geon U. S. Army, Vice-President of Columbia College ot 
Physicians and Surgeons, &c. 
'Ibis Institution now publishes the popular medical 
book entitled “The Science of Life or ttelf- 
PreKervatioii,” written by Dr Hayes. It treats upon 
; the Errors of Youth, Premature decline of Man- 
I hood, Seminal Weakness, and all Diseases and Abuses ol‘ the Generative Organs. Thirty thous- 
and copies sold the last year. It is indeed a book for ev- 
cry man,—young men iu particular. Price only $1.00. 
Ibis Institute has just published the most perfect treat- 
er ot tlic kind over otiered the public, entitled, “Sex- 
ual Physiology of Woman, ami Her lli<e 
eaw.i." profusely illustrated with the very best eu- 
gravings. 11ns book is also from the pen of Dr. Hayis. 
; Among the various chapters may be mentioned, The Mys- 
tery ol Idle,—Beautiful OllVpring,—Beauty, its value to 
Woman,—Marriage,—General ilygeine of Woman,— 
Puberty,—Change ol Life,—Excesses of the Married,— 
Prevention to C-uiceptiou, &o. In beautiful French cloth, 
! $2.00; Turkey Morocco, lull gilt, $3.50. Either of these 
i books sent by mail, securely sealed, postage paid, on re- j ceipt of price. 
llie "Pealioily Journal of Health," a lirst- 
1 class paper in every respect,—-8 pages, 32 columns,—pub- 
li.-iicd on the 1st of February, and every month during 
| tile year. Subscription pi ice per year only 50 cts. SSpec- I imen copies sent free to any address, on application to 
the Peabody Medical Institute. 
I Albert II. Hayes, M. D., Resident and Consulting | Physician. 
| N. R. Dr. II. may be consulted in strictest confidence |on all Diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience, 
Inviolable Secresy and Certain relief. 
I splyll 
: Di^BVMU HOT. YOU ARC HOT YCT 
j 1HCL11ABLE. 11GL1ET H AT HAHD ! 
IISTEN TO THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE. One J Word to the Dying should arrest the attention 
j and wake the alarm of Young Men in our community, j where so many are sinking under that long array of evils 
that arise from that dreadful scourge, solitary vice, and 
! other indiscretions and youthful indulgences. Listen, 
Voung Men, ere it is too lute, and suffering in enervatea 
youth a premature old age, arising lroin that secret habit 
| which undermines the bodily health and the mental pow- 
; ers. Remember and seek the true physician, DR. FRED- 
LRIClv MORRILL, of No. 48 Howard Street, Boston. 
| Do not procrastinate, but go early,—go when unerring 
symptoms toll you your condition, when you are sensible 
of Weakness iu the Back and Limbs, Loss and Prostra- 
liou ot tlie Animal Functions and Muscular Power, De- 
rangement of the Digestive Organs, Dyspeptic Ailments, 
General Debility, and the common symptoms of Lung 
■ Diseases, as well as the most terrible mental effects, such 
as Weakness of Mind, Alienation and Loss ol Memory, 
Restlessness in Sleep, Contusion of Ideas, Depression ol 
Spirits, Habitual Sadness and Disquietude,a Longing for 
< Range, Evil f oreboding, Avoidance oi Society and Love 
oi Solitude ai d Retirement, Timidity, Mental Uneasi- 
j ness, Headache, and a degree oi Insanity almost termin- 
ating in absolute madness. Go, young man, when nature 
thus bends beneath the abuse heaped upon her, and let 
no false delicacy deter you from the wise course. Go to 
ifr. Morrill, and he will give you restored health when 
the body is overthrown and the mind wrecked; he can 
and has cured innumerable cases of Nocturnal Emission 
ami other terrible inflictions from this fruitful cause ol 
disease. 
In cases, too, of Gonorrhoea, Syphilis, Venereal Com- 
plaints, and others ol a similar nature,have no fears ot 
| iho result il you place yourself under his charge; his is 
the voice ol experience, and he has cured more cases 
I than any other living physician,—he has administered to 
j every form of Private Disease, and his remedies are sure, 
sale, speedy and infallible. A pci feet cure is guaranteed, 
j and a radical cure is always effected, 
j The Doctor’s Female Monthly Drops are the only sure 
cure for ail Suppressions and Irregularities that were ever 
I offered lor sale in this city. These Drops are acknowl- 
edged to he tlie best ill the world for removing obstruc- 
j tious and producing regularity in all cases of Female Ir- 
| regularity, Suppressions, &c., &c., whether originating from cold or any oilier causes. They are remarkably mild 
safe and sure, and the most convincing proofs of their 
virtues are the benefits which have been realized by the 
afllicted in their use. The Drops can be obtained at my 
office, No. 4s Howard Street, Boston, with directions for 
use. All letters attended to, and medicines, directions, 
&<•., iorwarded immediately, ly45sp 
iRi AMTElI’S X. 1). «IA. 
Is put up in large square bottles, neatly and strongly 
packed in paper boxes. It is pure (Jin, and givc9 univer- 
j sal satisfaction C. A. RICHARDS & CO., 99 Washing- 
ton street, Boston, largest Retail Wine and Spirit House I in America. 
AT M OA T (HIE. 
C. A. Richards’ Extract ol Rye won’t cure everything’ 
but it will help you over a bad cold, and restore your ap* 
petite. Try it. Sold everywhere. C. A. RICHARDS 
& CO., 99 Washington street, Boston, largest Retail 
j Wine and Spirit House in America. 
— 
I’liu; §OAOMA AVIAE. 
j We sell the pure SONOMA WINE by the gallon, and | this gives an excellent opportunity to test its quality 
! apart lroin our celebrated Wine Bitters, which bears its 
name. C. A. RICHARDS & CO., 99 Washington street, 
j Boston. 
A'lYJE AH TUB MOItMIHCr 
; Is rather early, but if you happen to get up at that time 
land take a glass of C. A. Richards & Co.’s SONOMA 
! WINE BITTERS, you will find yourself quite ready 
| when you hear the breakfast bell. Sold everywhere, 
TEUOM EYEI. 
It >ou have the jaundice or feel bilious aud have no 
j appetite, go right oil and get a bottle of C. A. Richards 
j & Co.’s old SONOMA WINE BITTERS, and you will 
; be all right in a day or two, Sold everywhere by grocers 
and druggists. 
Jackson’s Catarrh Snuft 
AND TROCHE POWDER, 
A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN 
Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness, 
Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deajness, Ac. 
And nil Disorders resulting from COLDS in 
Head, Throat and Vocal Organs. 
This Remedy does not “Dry up” a Catarrh but ; 
JLOOSEJfS it; frees the heed of all offensive matter, ! 
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allays ! 
and Mooches the horning: heat in Catarrh; is so 
mild and agreeable in its effects that it positively ! 
KT’Cures without Sneezing \jj& 
Aa a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste, 
and never nauseates; when swallowed,instantly gives to 
the Throat and Vocal Organs a 
Delicious Sensation of Coolness and Comfort. 
Is the best Voice Tonic in the world! 
Try it! Safe, Reliable, and only 35 cts. 
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free, address, 
COOPER, WILKOY * CO., 
Propr’i, Philadelphia. 
Wholesale Agents:—G.C. GOODWIN A CO., RUST 
BROS. A BIRD, M. S. BURR A CO., WEEKS A POT- 
TER, Boston. W. W. WHIPPLE A CO., W. F. PHIL- 
LIPS A CO., J. W. PERKINS A CO., Portland. 
For sale by all Druggists In Belfast. Iyspl2 
To Holders of Government Bonds 
AND OTHER 
Securities and Valuables. 
UNION SAFE dIePOSIT VAULTS, 
40 STATE STREET, BOSTON. 
LEE, HIGGINSON fit CO. offer for Rent, Safes in- 
side their Vaults, at rates from $20 to $100 per annum. 
They also offer to receive, on Special Deposit, aa Bailees, 
securities of persons living in the country or travelling 
abroad, Officers of the Army and Navy, Masters ol Ves- 
sels, and others. Circulars, containing full particulars, 
forwarded on application to HENRY LEE, Manaqkr. 
Boston, March 1, 1868. Iy34sp 
Ichenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, 
Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills will cure Consump- 
tion, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, if taken according 
to directions. They are all three to be taken at the same 
time. They cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put 
it to work; then the appetite becomes good; the food 
digests and makes good blood; the patient begins to 
grow in flesh; the diseased matter ripens in the lungs, 
and the patient outgrows the disease and gets well. This 
is the only way to cure consumption. 
To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Schenck, of Phila- 
delphia, owes his unrivaled success in the treatment of 
pulmonary Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens 
the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it off by 
an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is 
ripe a slight cough will throw it off, and the patient has 
rest and the lungs begin to heal. 
To do this, the Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills 
must be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so that the Pulmonic Syrup and the food will make good blood. 
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act upon the liver, removing 
all obstructions, relax the ducts of the gall bladder, the bile starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved; the stools 
will show what the Pills can do; nothing has ever been 
invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is 
very dangerous to use unless with great care,) that will 
unlock the gall bladder and start the secretions of the 
liver like Schenck’s Mandrake Pills. 
Liver Complaint is one of the most prominent causes 
of Consumption. 
Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic is a gentle stimulant and 
alterative, and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this 
preparation is made of, assists the stomach to throw out 
the gastric juice to dissolve the food with the Pulmonic 
Syrup, aud it is made into good blood without fermenta- 
tion or souring ot the stomach. 
The great reason why physicians do not cure Con- 
sumption is, they try to do too much; they give medi- 
cine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to stop night 
sweats, hectic fever, and by so doing they derange the whole digestive powers, locking up the secretions, and eventually the patient sinks and dies. 
Dr. Schenck, iu his treatment, does not try to stop a cough, night sweats, chills or lever. Remove the cause, and they will all stop ot their own accord. No one can 
be cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver and 
stomach are made healthy. 
If a person has consumption, of course the lungs in 
some way are diseased, either tubercles, absesses, bron- 
chial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs arc a mass ot inflammation and last decaying. In such cases what 
must be done ? It is not only the lungs that are wasting, but it is tho whole body. The stomach and liver have j 
lost their power to make blood out of food. Now the 
only chance is to take Dr. Schenck’s three medicines, 
which will bring up a tone to the stomach, the patient will begin to want food, it will digest easily ana make good blood; then the patient begins to gain in flesh, and 
as soon as the body begins to grow, the lungs commence to heal up, and the patient gets fleshy and well. This is 
the only way to cure Consumption. 
When there is no lung disease and only Liver Com- 
plaint and Dyspepsia, Sehenck’s Seaweed Tonic and Man- 
drake Tills are sufficient, without the Pulmonic Syrup.— Take the Mandrake Pills freely in all bilious complaints, 
as they are perfectly harmless. 
Dr. Schenck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for 
many years past, and now weighs 225 pounds, was wast- ed away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage ot Pul- 
monary Consumption, his physicians having pronounced 
his case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate, lie 
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since his re- 
covery many thousands similarly afllioted have used Dr. 
Schenck’s preparations with the same remarkable suc- 
cess. Full directions accompany each, making it not ab- 
solutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, unless patients 
wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose he is 
professionally at his Principal Office, Philadelphia, every Saturday where all letters for advice mu9t be addressed. 
Ifc is also professionally at No. 32 Bond Street, New 
York, every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 Hanover Street, 
Boston, every other Wednesday. He gives advice free, but for a thorough examination with his Respirometer 
the price is $5. Office hours at each city from 9 A. M. to 
3 1* M. 
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each 
$1.50 p, r bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills 
25 cents a box. G. C. GOODWIN &. CO., 38 Hanover 
Street, Boston, Wholesale agents. For sale by all drug- gists. iy20 
HE CAREFTL. 
Examine the bottle well before you buy a bottle of the Golden Sheaf Bourbon. It should have the name of “C. 
A. Richards, Boston,” on the bottle, in half a dozen 
places. C. A. RICHARDS & CO„ 99 Washington street, 
Boston, largest Retail Wine and Spirit House in America. 
BIRTHS, 
In Augusta, Jan. 31st, to the wife of Mr. Joseph H. Manley, a daughter. 
In East Hampden, Feb. 1st, to the wife of Mr. Thomas 
A. Jones, a son. 
MARRIED. 
.In Ellsworth, Mr. William W. A. Heath and Miss Al- 
vina D. M. ltenzie both of Tremont; Mr. Moses Hale 
and Mrs. Frances II. Rollins, both of Ellsworth. 
In Hancock, Mr. Daniel H. Sanders of Orland and Miss 
Ella F. Abbott of Hancock. 
In Camden, Mr. James P. Wight and Miss Josie F, 
Hall, both of Belfast. 
In Rockport, Mr. Albert M. Richards of Winslow and 
Miss Nettie W. Fales of Rockport; Mr. Frank C. Hast- 
ings of Boston and Miss Fidelia C. Payson of Rockport; Rev. Thomas E. Brastow of Brooks and Miss Sarah L. 
Carleton of Rockport. 
_ 
DIED. 
[ Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and age, must be paid for. I _ 
In Trenton, Jan. 25th, Mr. George W. Edwards, aged 26 years. 
In Sullivan, Jan. 31st, Mrs. Mary Martin, wife of Cupt, 
Rowland Martin. 
In Hancock, Jan. 13th, Samuel Ball, aged 74 years. In Morrill, Feb. 2d, Josephine E. Corson, only daugh- ter of John and Elizabeth Corson, aged 23 years, 11 mo*, aud 14 days. 
How strange it seems with so much gone 
Of life and love to still live on : 
A brother, only thou 
Are left ot all that circle now; 
Look where we may—the wide earth o’er— 
Those lovely faces we see no more. 
_ _SHIP NEWS. 
PORT OF BELFAST. 
ARRIVED. 
Feb. 7th—Schs. Joseph Segar, Ellis, Matansas; Oak Grove, Coombs, Boston; Atlantic, McFarland, do. 8th—Sch. Victory, Shute, Boston. 
SAILED. 
Feb, Oth—Sch, J, P. Merrimam, Clark, Boston. 
Mr. Alden Higgins and others of Trenton Point are 
building a fisherman of about 50 tons burthen, to be off 
in the spring, in season for business. 
Messrs. King Bi others, of Trenton are preparing to build the coming season a coaster of about 150 tons. They 
have the material now mostly in the yard. 
Messrs. Newell B. Coolidge k Brothers ot Trenton, 
enterprising and thrifty business men and fishermen are 
getting ready to build another vessel next fall, to add to 
their fleet of fine fishermen. 
At Rockland the following parties will probably build vessels next season: Albert F. Ames, a schooner of 400 
tons; Silas McLoon, a brig of 400 tons; Francis Cobb k 
Co, a vessel of 400 or 500 tons; Sanford Starret, a schoon- 
er; Snow, Far well k Co, a brig and a 3-masted schooner ! 
of about 300 tons; C. C. Ingraham, a schooner of 350 tons ! 
DISASTERS. 
Provincetown, Feb. 2—Sch Ringleader, Snare, from 
Winterport, with brick and hay, went ashore at Truro 
this morning. She is leaking badly. Measures are be- 
ing taken to float her off next tide and take her to Prov- 
incetown. The Ringleader is a new vessel. 
Brig Alberti (of Bcucksport. Me), Harriman, at New York from Licata, had strong Westerly gales In the 
Mediteranean. Nov 12. off the Island of Sicily experi- enced a heavy N W gale, during which had to throw 
about 20 tons of cargo overboard in order to lighten the 
vessel. Had lino weather after passing Gibraltar, until te past few days had strong gales from N W, during which sprung loremast and lost and split sails. 
Appleton’s Illustrated Almanac. 
CJUPERBI.Y ILLUSTRATED WITH OVER SO EN- 
O GRAVINGS, the CALENDAR for I860, and inter- 
estingliterary matter; a beautiful and valuable annual, 
price 30 cents. Agents wanted in every town In New 
England. Sample copy sent to any address for 15 cents by 
H. A. BROWN k CO., Sole Agents, 
3w3l 3 School Street, Boston, Mass, 
NATIONAL 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
—OF THE— 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
WASHINGTON, D. C, 
CHARTERED BY A SPECIAL ACT OF CONGRESS 
Approved Jplt 25, 1808. * 
CASH CAPITAL 
~ 
$1,000,000. 
PAID /,V FULL. 
BRANCH OFFICE, 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING, 
PHILADELPHIA, 
Where the general business of the Company is transacted, and to which all general correspondence should be ad- 
dressed. 
OFFICERS. 
CLARENCE H. CLARK, President. 
JAY COOKE, Chairman Finance and Executive Com- 
mittee. 
HENRY D. COOKE, Vice-President. EMERSON W. PE ET, Secretary and Actuary. 
This Company, National in its character, offers, by 
reason of its Large Capital, Low Rates of Premium and 
New Tables, the most desirable means of insuring life 
yet presented to the public. 
The rates ol premium being largely reduced, are made 
as favorable to the insurers as those of the best Mutual 
Companies, and avoid all the complications and uncer- tainties of Notes, Dividends, and tne misunderstandings 
which the latter are so apt to cause the Policy-Holder. 
Several new and attractive tables are now presented, 
which need only to be understood to prove acceptable to 
the public, such as the INCOME-PRODUCING POLI- 
CY and RETURN PREMIUM POLICY. In the former, 
the policy-holder not only secures a life insurance, paya 
ble at death, but will receive, if living, after a period of a 
few years, an annual incomet equal to ten per cent. (10 
per cent.) of the par of his policy. In the latter, the 
Company agrees to return to the assured the total amount 
of money he has paid in, in addition to the amount of his 
policy. 
The attention of persons contemplating insuring their 
lives or increasing the amount of insurance they already 
have is called to the special advantages offered by the 
National Life Insurance Company. 
Circulars, Pamphlets and lull particulars given on ap- 
plication to the Branch Office of the Company, or to the 
NEW ENGLAND GENERAL AGENCY. 
UNDER THE DIRECTION OF 
wA'. c'hasdlek \ ot the Board of Directors. 
J. P. TUCKER, Manager. 
3 Merchant’s Exchange,Titate St., Boston. 
43- LOCAL AGENTS ARE WANTED in 
«»«ry City and Town; and application, 
from competent partie. for .ach agende., 
wltta .uitable endor.em.nt, .lionl.1 be ad. 
drea.ed to PHILO HERSEY, 
Delta.t. Re, 
Speeial Agent for Waldo County. is31 
FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE 
THE BEST FAMILY SEW- 
ING MACHINE IN THE 
ft WORLD. Making four dis- 
r tinct stitches. Each stitch be- 
\ ing alike on both sides of the 
l fabric. It is almost noiseless. 
The needle easily adjusted. It 
Llias 
the celebrated rev« rsible 
feed motion, which by simply 
turning a thumb screw the 
work will run either to the 
right or left, to lasten the end 
ot seams. It will hem, fell, 
uiuu, uruiu, gainer unu sew uu u uiik- .u. me same ume, 
and quilt without marking. 
Also oil, rubber, needles &c. For sale by Mrs. C. F. 
MORISON, Belfast, who will be happy to show the ma- 
chine to all, who will call at her house, where they are 
kept constautly on hand. 
Belfast, Feb. 10, 1868. tf31 
RAILROAD NOTICE. 
THE Corporators of the Penobscot Bay and River Railroad (as per Act of Incorporation approved 
March 6, 1808,) are hereby notified to meet at the Court 
House in Belfast, on Monday, Feb. 22, 18G9, at 2 o’clock, 
P. M., for the purpose of organizing said corporation and 
choosing Directors, and doing any other business in the 
premises, which said corporators may legally do. 
WM. McGILVERY, N. G. HICHBORN. 
S. I. ROBERTS, H. H. JOHNSON, 
ALEX. BLACK, N. P. MONROE. 
P. J. CARLTON, P. G. EATON. 
List of Corporators named in the Act: William McGil- 
very, Isaac Carver, D. Nickels, J. C. Nickels, Putnam 
Simonton, I. N. Uarriman, Robert Porter, Robert Hich- 
born, Wilsou Hichborn, J. W. Thompson, B. M. Rob- 
erts, A. Griffin, N. G. Hichborn, Alexander Black, T. C. 
Woodman, N. T. Hill, S. P. Hale, S. B. S wasey, N. P. 
Monroe, II. H. Johnson, J. W. Palmer, E. K. Jew’ctt, 
R. H. Hichborn, Axel Uayford, Hiram Chase, Ebenezer 
Knowlton, Isaac Woodman, Amos Pitcher, Vinal Hills, 
William Pitcher, Parker G. Eaton, Timothy B. Grant, 
George A. Pierce, Upton Treat, Theophilus Cushing, 
Alfred Black, Willard M. Griffin, B. F. Rice, C. S. Fletch- 
er, S. I. Roberts, D. llowe, J. F. Hall, F. D. Harriman, 
E. K. Smart, Horatio Alden, Albert Fuller, P. J.Cirl- 
ton, David Talbot, David Knowlton, Thomas Frohock, 
William K. Duncan, J. G. Norwood, J. B. Foster, B. S. 
Grant, Joseph Perry, William D. Sewell, Oliver Moses, 
George F. Patten, J. H. Kimball, N. A. Farwell, Francis 
Cobb, William McLoon, John T. Berry. 2w31 
Notice of Foreclosure. 
WHEREAS, WESTON W. DOW of Palermo, Coun- ty of Waldo and State ol Maine, by his mortgage 
bill of sale, dated March 28, 1868, conveyed to us a black- 
smith shop, situate in said Palermo, together with the 
tools contained in the same, and whereas the conditions 
of said mortgage have been broken, we therefore claim a 
foreclosure of the same agreeably to the statute in such i 
case made and provided. BARKER Sc BURGESS. 
Bellast, Feb. 2d, 1869. 31 
Eastern State Normal School, 
O A STINE, I/TE. 
TITHE Spring Term will commence FEBRUARY 24 th > 1 
X and continue thirteen weeks. Candidates for adrnis 
sion will be examined in Elementary Studies. Students 
may enter advanced classes, if prepared. Instruction giv- 
en in Vocal Music and Penmanship by competent teachers. 
Tuition FREE to those preparing to teach in Maine. 
Board, and rooms for self-boarding, reasonable. 
For particulars in regard to school address 
G. T. FLETCHER, Principal, 
3w31 AUGUSTA, ME. ! 
BANKRUPTCY NOTICES. 
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. 
THE next Court of Bankruptcy, for the County ol Waldo, will be held at the office of the Register of Probate, in Belfast, on the sixteenth day of February, 
A.D. 1809, at 3 o’clock, P. M. 
PETER TIIACHER. 
Register in Bankruptcy, 5th Cong. Dist.. Me. 
Belfast, Dec. 18, 1868. s>.,tf. 
District Court of the United / 
States, District of Maine, ) ^ Bankruptcy. 
In the matter of RICHARD H. WILSON, Bankrupt. 
THIS IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition lias been presented to the Court, this fourtb day of January, 
A. D. 1869, by Richard H. Wilson ol Rockland, in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to 
have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under 
the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition, It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be lmd 
upon the same, on the first Monday of June, A. D., 1869, before the Court in Portland, in said District, at ten 
o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published iu 
the Rockland Free Press and the Republican Journal, 
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for 
three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved their 
deDts and other persons in interest, may appear at said time and place, and show cause, if any they have, why the 
prayer of said Petition should not be granted. 
WM. P. PREBLE, 
Sw31 Clerk of Distriot Court for said District 
W^L KV**r 'lM 
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Simonton 
BROTHERS & CO. 
TAKK pleasure in announcing to the citizens of 
BELFAST AND VICINITY 
THAT THEY ARE NOW 
OPENING 
AN ENTIRELY 
NEW ARID CHOICE 
ASSORTMENT OF 
DRESS GOODS, 
WHITEGOODS, 
SHAWLS, 
Cloaks and Cloakings. 
HOSIERY, 
GLOVES, 
WORSTEDS, 
AT THE 
SPACIOUS and well LIGHTED 
STORE, 
FURNISHED AND FITTED 
Expressly for them, in the 
NEW AND ELEGANT 
BRICK BLOCK, 
ERECTED THE LAST SEASON BY 
AXEL HAYFORK, Esq., 
ON 
Church Street. 
AN INSPECTION OF OUR 
GOODS AND PRICES 
IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED. 
SIAiONTON BROYS, <fc CO. 
Belfast, December 9th, 1868. 
MISS SAWYER’S 
Its History, Virtues aud Etteots. 
EVERYTHING in Nature, Science. Art, Philosophy and Religion, has a history. 
It is natural to the human ialnd to desire to true* 
everything to its source. 
We want to know the origin of things, what they have 
been, and done, and what their merits are. 
It is not strange, therelore, that those who read ut Miss 
Sawyer’s Salve should inquire, Who is Miss Sawyer ?• 
How came she to get up a salve?" Who knows any 
thing about it ?” What has it done?" « What will it 
do ?’’ The following will give satisfaction to the iuquir 
ing. 
Miss Sawyer is a resident of llocklaud. and has been 
for more than thirty years. She is a worthy woman, a 
member of the First Baptist Church, well known aud 
highly esteemed in the community, and withal an old 
and experienced nurse. The origin of her salve may 
best related in her own words. 
I n 1SI5 my ieet and ankles became very much diseased 
with inflammatory rheumatism, leading to enlargement 
of the limbs. I suffered great, and sometimes excruclut- 
nig pain. My muscles were so swollen and contracted 
that I could not walk, and when sitting up was compelled 
to have my limbs supported by chairs and bolsters. 1 
seriously leared that I should be a cripple for life. I 
tried almost everything that promised benefit. But the 
medicines of the day, pain-killers, panaceas and liniments, 
an iiuiea to give me permanent relief. 
* Necessity is the mother of invention.' 1 set myself 
to work, at last, to see what I could myself devise for my 
malady. Having some knowledge of the curative proper- 
ties of various things that seemed to me adapted to my 
case, I began to compound them, and continued my ex- 
periments until success crowned my endeavors. The 
salve which I now offer to the public was the result. Its 
application dispelled the inflammation, eased the pain, 
reduced the swelling and contraction, and in a short time 
entirely cured me. I have had but otic attack siuce, whin 
two or three applications drove it away. These state- 
ments can be substantiated by many of the citizens o1 
Kockland conversant with the facts. 
Some time after I got about, one of my neighbor*4 
children was sadly afflicted with scroiulous sores upon 
hands and arms, which rendered them entirely useless 
I made some of the salve lor her, she used it, and in a 
few weeks she was clean and whole.’ This was soon 
noised abroad among the neighbors; cases of various 
kinds multiplied, and repeated applications for the salve 
were made to me; and from that day to this I have put 
up considerable quantities of it. chiefly for the use of lim 
citizens ol my own city. 
I have repeatedly been solicited to introduce it to the 
general public, but being under no necessity of doing an> 
thing of the kind from pecuniary considerations, and 
foreseeing many difficulties in the way of introducing it 
as well as the fact, if successful In convincing the public 
of its real value, the market would soon be flooded with 
base imitations, I have declined until recently. I have 
at length consented, knowing that there are multitude* 
who want just such a salve, but do not know where to 
procure it. Many, indeed, write that they have inquired 
lor it ot various apothecaries and been urged to take some 
other kind. 
In advertising it 1 am frequently told that I ahull 
never be remunerated for my pains, or get the money 
back which I may sper.d in making it known to the nub 
Lie. This does not trouble me us I am not actuated by 
mercenary considerations, and am in no wise dependent 
upon any income Iron: the sale ot my salve. 
“As fast as the demand for it increases the profits iuo 
expended in advertising it more widely; audit will be 
until it is known in every part of the land. 
Its effects in the hands of those who have used it, 
though remarkable, and to me exceedingly gratifying,do 
not surprise me, for 1 know what it did for me and ha* 
done for my neighbors. 
c‘ Every day, almost. I hear of the cures it has w rought 
and the wonders it is doing. 
Those who use it once will never be without it. 
There are mauy who would pay a great price for it if the/ 
could not obtain it without. This, however, Is needless, 
as it is brought within the reach of all. 
Many recommendations of it from persons reaidiug 
in different States could be given If it were deemed udvi 
sable. 
I» placing it before the public, great confidence u 
felt that it will meet w ith a cordial reception. 
If the people had not been so frequently and so gro«s 
ly imposed upon, it would seem very strange to me thiu 
any person reading my circulars, recommendations and 
certificates, attested as some of them are by the sign* 
tures of some of the best citizens ot Rockland, should 
doubt the efficacy and value of this sa’vc. 
I expect that -purious imitations, and salves purpixt 
ing to be superior, &c., will be offered to the public, and 
1 wish ail to know that there is no salve extant like mine, 
auu that even if the ingredients ot it were known no per 
son could proportion them properly. 
Those who would know further the efficacy and value of 
this salve, are at liberty to address any ot the parties 
whose names aie attached to the circulars and recom- 
mendations. 
Yarmouth, July 20, loco. 
My Dear Miss Sawyer:— I received your kind letter, 
and after a little while I got your Salve. It has done m 
a great deal of good and I think it will soon cure me. li 
removes all inflammation and soreness, and 1 do uot 
know what I shall do without it. There is notbiug like 
it, for I had tried everything I heard of, and nothing did 
me any good. I had prepared many salves myself, but 
they did not benefit me. Sly residence is iu Fhiladelplua. 
I have been in Yarmouth lor some time, with my daugh- 
ter, but shall probably return home this tall. 1 shall 
want several dozens ot your good Salve wheu 1 go back, 
1 recommend it wherever I go, and have already intro 
duced it into many families. My occupation is very tryJ 
ing. I have been a nurse for many years. My health failed me so much last winter that I feared I should be 
obliged to give up business; but through the mercy ot 
my Heavenly Father, I have thus fur been able to con 
tinue my work. 1 often meditate upon His goodness to 
me. Although we are personally strangers, I hope, my dear Miss fcawryer, that in spirit we are not. Your (.od 
is my God, and we are both striving for a better home in 
Heaven. I trust 1 shall have tlie pleasure of seeing jou before my return, as you spoke of coming this way soon. 
Your alfectionate friend, 
SARAH A. FREE HORN. 
Chicago, III., October lu, lSbs. 
Mu. L. M. Robbins—Dear Sir:—I have never written 
a letter in praise ot any medicine during the whole course 
of my life, and it was not that 1 wanted a dozen boxes ot 
Miss Sawyer’s Salve 1 would not write now. I got a box 
by chauce, in New York, and its effect upon me lias been 
such that I have been greatly improved, and urn oi opi- 
nion that another box will effect a permanent euro. My 
neighbors, who have seen its effects, are anxious to have 
me send for some for them. You will therelore pleas*- 
send me by express C. O. D. a dozen dollar boxes, and 
oblige Yours respectfully, 
A. L. SANDERSON. 
We claim that Miss Sawyer’s Salve is entirely different 
from all others. That there are a great many good salves 
offered for sale, but none so good as MISS SAWYER'S 
SALVE. That every family should have a box at this 
season of the year. That it will do all and more than 
recommended to do. Put up in boxes at *J&cta., 
frOcta., and $1. A great saving is made by taking a 
large box. Prepared by Miss C. SAWYER, and put up 
by JL. M, HOBBIYA, Wholesale and Batall 
Druggists, nockland,Be, 
GEO. C. GOODWIN & Co. 
Wholesale Agents, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. I1ENHY 
Wholesale Agents, 21 Park Row, N. Y. 
This valuable Salve is sold by all Druggists. 
s. A. HOWES & co 
for Dvlfaat ami YUiultj, 
lyt3? 
Ipoctrjr. 
SIOH.BALLIIG. 
i'ho soft, loose gold of her tresses 
Is straying about her face. 
And the wind through its silken meshes 
Is running a trolickaome race. 
Her violet eyes—how the darken and flash 
Her rose-red cheeks—how they glow! 
As she stands anklo-aecp in the milk-white drifts, 
l’elting me with the snow. 
She presses the soft flakes round her, 
In her pretty, hoydeuish play, 
And she looks like a sea-nymph rising 
Through the billows of loam and spray. 
She molds the balls with her little bare hands— 
Do you think she would pout or scold 
If I nestled the pink palms down in my brenst 
To warm them—they look so cold ? 
Her white wool mittens are flung on the snow, 
Each one In itself a flake, 
And her silken scarf beside them lies, 
Colled up like a crimson snake. 
All about me the tracks of her soft brown feet 
Have prin ed the downy snow, 
And I know by them where another Spring 
The prettiest flowers will grow. 
She laughs and scoffs when my snow ball? fly 
Harmless over her head, 
And she flirts her curls in u saucy way, 
And crouches In mimic dread. 
She calls me a sorry marksman— 
An awkward fellow—and still 
She, sly little witch, knows well enough 
It isn’t from lack of skill. 
Gay, beautiful Madge! Oh 1 what would she do 
If my mouth was half so bold 
\s the'cryst.ils which tall on her lips and her hair, 
Like pearls among rubies and gold 
Will her pride and her willfulness trample my love, 
As her feet have trampled the snow ? 
That the missiles she flings, that are icc on my face, 
Are fire to my heart, does she know 
Sweet tease docs she guess I am wondering now 
Whether she’ll ever be, 
In the long, long future before us both, 
Anything more to me 
Than a little hoyden, with wild gold hair, 
And red-rosi cheeks in a glow, 
Who stands, unk deep.in the milk-white drifts. 
Pelting me with the snow * 
spe.\x ax» ni»-iPE\x, 
Stay yet a little longer in the sky, 
<.* golden color oi the evening sun ! 
Let rot the sweet day in its sweetness die. 
While my day’s work is only just begun. 
Counting the happy chances strown about 
Thick as the leaves, and saying which was best, 
The rosy lights ol morning all went out, 
.\nd it was burning noon, and time to rest. 
Then leaning low upon a piece of shade, 
Fringed round with violets and pansies sweet, 
My heart anil I, L said, will be delayed, 
And plan our work while cools the sultry heat. 
Deep in the hills, and out of silence vast, 
A waterfall played up his silver tune— 
My plans lost purpose, fell to dreams at List, 
And held me late iuto the afternoon. 
But when the idle pleasure ceased to please, 
And I awoke, and not a plan was planned, 
Just as a drowning man, at what he sees 
Catches lor life, I caught the light at hand. 
And so life's little work-day hour has all 
Been spent, and mis-spent doing what I could, 
And in regrets and elforts to recall 
The chance of having, being, what I would. 
And so somcrimi'9 I cannot choose but cry, 
Seeing my late-sown flowers are hardly set— 
O darkening color of the evening sky, 
Spare me the day a little longer yet! 
[Alice Cary, in Harper’s Magazine. 
-tV>LLUU1lb <U VJTJbMhUAL, It AdiilAO UA. 
Washington had accepted au invitation from 
Arnold to breakfast with him at West Point 
on the very day the plot was discovered, 
but was prevented from keeping his engage- 
ment by what men called chance—by the 
earnest request, namely, of an old officer, 
near whose stilt ion they passed, to spend the 
night there and inspect some w'orks in the 
neighborhood. Next day, while Washing- 
ton, with his staff, including Lafayette, were 
seated at a table at the officer’s quarters, a 
dispatch was brought to the American gen- 
eral, which he immediately opened aud 
read, then laid it down without comment. 
No alteration was visible in his counte- 
nance, but he remained perfectly silent. 
Conversation dropped among his suite; 
aud, after some minutes, the general, beck- 
oning Lafayette to follow him, passed to an 
inner apartment, turned to his friend with- 
out uttering a syllable, placed the fatal de- 
spatch in his hands, aud then, giving way 
to an ungovernable burst of feeling, fell on 
his neck aud sobbed aloud. The effect pro- 
duced on the young French marquis, accus- 
tomed to regard his general (cold aud dig- 
nified in his usual manner) as devoid of the 
usual weakness of humanity, may be im- 
agined. I believe,” said Lafayette in re- 
lating this unecdote, that tiiis was the on- 
ly occasion, throughout that long and some- 
times hopeless struggle, that Washington 
ever gave way, even tor a moment, under a 
reverse of fortune : aud perhaps J was the 
only human being who ever witnessed in 
him an exhibition of feeling so foreign to 
his temperament. As it was, he recovered 
himself before Iliad perused the communi- 
cation that had given rise to his emotion; 
and when we returned to his staff not a 
trace remained on his countenance either 
of grief or despondency. [Lippincott’s 
Magazine. 
The Wiiauf War. The Augusta cor- 
respondent of the Portland Star gives the 
following sketch of the contest before a 
Committee of the Legislature, by two resi- 
dents of Machias, the object being mainly 
to see who shall have his own way in the 
matter— 
The Committee on Interior Waters have 
taken up what is called the “ wharf ques- 
tion.” Inasmuch as this matter, small as 
it is, excited much attention in the Legisla- 
ture last year aud will again this, I will give 
you its brief history. Win. II. Pope aud 
others of Machias, iu 1865, constructed a 
wharf which they claimed was not below 
low-water mark, though in fact it was. At 
the same time, on the opposite side of the 
river, W illiam 11. Ilemeuway constructed 
a wharf which was below low-water mark. 
No objection was made to tiic construction 
of either wharl. Iu I860, Mr. Ilemeuway 
extended his wharf 121 ieet, down the riv- 
er, covering up jutting ledges below low- 
water mark—still without objection. In 
1867, early in the season, he began another 
extension, aud continued buildiug uutil Ju- 
ly, when Mr. Pope aud others, the owners 
ot the wharf property on the opposite side, 
tiled a bill in equity, aud of course injunc- 
tion was granted, because Mr. II. conceded 
that the structure was below low-water 
mark. Last year Mr. llemenway asked 
the Legislature to pass au act legalizing the 
building of his wharf. The committee re- 
ported unanimously in his favor, and the 
act passed the House by a large majority 
but came to grief iu the Senate, that branch 
referring it to this Legislature. In the act 
asked for, Mr. Ilemeuway proposes to leave 
untouched the legal claim for damages 
which any person or corporation has sus- 
tained, or may sustain, by the erection of 
the wharfs. Of course Mr. Pope and his 
friends oppose the act. Bion Bradbury and 
Edward Walker are counsel for Mr. llem- 
enway, Joseph Baker and L. G. Downs for 
Mr. Pope. The hearing before the com- 
mittee will last several days. 
Lime Rock. A correspondent from 
Rockland says— 
Gen. Davis Tilsou has been extensively 
prospecting in the vicinity of the “Mead- 
ows” for some time past, aud has made 
some very important discoveries iu regard 
to our facilities for limerock. He has dis- 
covered some veins of lump rock which will 
add much to the value of the farms adjoin- 
ing. Some of the owners of them have set 
fabulons prices on their lands, supposing 
the rocks extends through their premises. 
Time alone can tell whether their expecta- 
tions will be realized or not. 
Another Breach of Promise., Trial in 
Maine. 
The Lewiston Journal, in its Court Report, 
under date of the 27th, gives a sketch of a 
case on trial before the Court in Auburn. It 
says— 
The Court Room was crowded to its utmost 
extent at the coming in of the court in the 
morning, in anticipat ion of the trial of the case 
of Gould vs. Holland for breach of promise. 
The bar was well filled with lawyers, and in 
the center, near her counsel. Messrs. Li ve and 
Cotton of this city and A. Libby of Augusta, 
sat the pl’ff, a quietly dressed lady, about 24 
yearsot age, by the side ol a lady lriend, Mrs. 
Ring. Mr. Holland, the deft., sat with his 
counsel, Messrs. Bicknell £ Stetson of this 
city and Gen. Shepley of Portland, on the left 
side of the bar. At 10 o'clock the case was 
called and Mr. Libby proceeded to read the 
| writ which bore date of Sept. leth. ISOS, and 
set f .tit in the usual verbose style that MiShae) 
Holland jr. of Lewiston promised marriage to 
j Mrs. Emma Gould, afterwards seduced her, 
refused to fulfil the promise of marriage and 
had married a Mrs. Gillette. The pl’ff there- 
fore claimed $10,000 damages. 
The general issues of the defense were: 1st. 
That the deft, never promised marriage. 2nd. 
That the contract, if there was any contract, 
was first broken by the pl’ff. 3d. That if any 
promise was made by the deft, it was made un- 
der a wrong idea of the character of the pl’ff. 
4th. That if a promise was made, the deft, 
was relieved from it by the pl’ff having had 
sexual intercourse with one Gould, her husband 
and from whom she had been lately divorced, 
and lastly, that every material allegation in the 
pl’tt’s writ was denied. 
Mr. Libby opened for the prosecution. Mrs. 
Gould was then called to testify, and affirmed 
substantially as alleged in the writ. Judge 
Redington was then called, and Mr. Philbrook 
of a hotel at Kendall’s Mills. 
After the testimony was ail out, the suit was 
compromised and settled. 
lldtr Mbertisemmls. 
▲CUBOTGi WAITED FOR 
HOW TO MAKE THE FARM PAY, 
Howto double the value of land and the profits on 
stock, ami how to raise three times the quantity of all 
farm crops to an acre. 750 pages and HO beautiful and useful illustrations. Fanners, young men and experi- 
enced agents find it pays to canvass for this book. $100 
to $’200 per 111 ontli according to ability and energy. 
For lull particulars, address 
ZEIGLKR, McCURDY & CO., Philadelphia, Penn. 
AGEXTS WAITED FOR THE 
oats 
j Ar.d how they Lived, J'ounht and Died for ttiC I 'nion, 
with Scenes and Incident.- i.i the Great Rebellion, 
Comprising narratives of Perr-onal Adventure, Thrill- 
ing Incidents, Daring Exploits, Heroic Deeds, Wonder- 
ful Escapes, Life in the ('.imp. Field and Hospital, Ad- 
ventures of Spies and Scouts, with the Songs, Ballads, 
Anecdotes and Humorous Incidents of the War. 
It contains ever 100 line Engravings and i> the spiciest 
and cheapest war book published. Price only $2.50per 
copy. Send for circular.'and see our terms, and full de- 
scription of the work, Ad fires' NATIONAL PUBLISH- 
ING CO., Philadelphia, Pa; Cincinnati, Ohio; Chicago, 
111., or St. Louis, Mo. 
WALKERS ADSTst". 
rriIE best, cheapest, ami most practical adding ma- Jl_ chine ever in use. Will add columns of figures to 
any extern, three columns at a time, as quick as they can 
be written with a pencil, and the amount always be right. 
A mistake is impossible. The Addict will be sent to any 
address for $1. Agents wanted. R. II. Walker, 20b 
Broadway, Room H N. Y. 1*. O. Box fi'.’so. 
AGENTS WANTED FOR THE 
Secret Service 
UY GE.T IL. C. RARER. 
The astounding revelations and startling disclosures 
made in this work arc creating the most intense desire in 
the minds ol the people to obtain it. Us official charac- 
ter and ready sale,combined with an increased commis- 
sion, make it the best subscription book ever published. 
Send for Circulars and see our tcims,and why it sells 
faster than any other work. Address JONES BROTH- 
ERS & CO., Philadelphia, Pa., or Chicago, 111. 
AGENTS WANTED ill every town to sell the cclc brated Clipper Mowers and Reapers—Lightest draft 
and most durable machines made. Send for circular. 
CLlPFKlt Mow Kit AND REAPER CO., 12 Cliff St., N. Y. 
Honey, Glycerine, Kl«*er Flower, lioquet 
iiiul fl*alm. 
In Quality, Style and Perfume w arranted equal to the 
English and sold fully 60 per cent, cheaper, which ac- 
counts for the great falling oil-in the demand for the 
foreign soaps, and the unprecedented success of the 
American Company Toilet ^toaps. now sold 
everywhere in the United Slates. 
5Ic.Vi.eone. Van Haugen & Co..Sole 5Satifrs 
Philadelphia and New York. 
W5V. E. BRAR1EY will be happy to forward his pamphlets of testimonials for l.sii'j, with direc- 
tions for using his famous Super Phosphate of Lime, and 
other standard Fertilizers, free, on application. 
Wai. L. Bradley, 21 Broad Street, Boston. 
SMITH’S CATALOGUE OF 
FLOWER SEEDS. 
Ml AYXI A V, <J ATAEGG 8 E 411 FIAiIV Ell ftEKHM, Enlarged and Revised for 
1800, with a list of French Hybrid Gladius and Lilies, is 
now published and will be sent to any address. 
J. T. K.TIIT1I, Krcntwooil, Y. 51. 
PIANOS! PIANOS ! PIANOS ! 
4Tlie Pallor Favorite’ 
THE immense demand for this popular instrument has induced us to make ts manut icturo a specialty, and 
we are consequently enabled to oiler them at much lower 
rates than are charged for similar in-truments by other 
makers. Inquire of resident dealers or send for oar illus- 
trated catalogue and price list. Address 
G. 5V. GB'VEB* A 4 0.. 
Pianoforte Manuf’ks, £Eo»ton. 5Vasf». 
WANTED, AO month, everywhere, 
male and female, to introduee the GENUINE IMPROV- 
ED COM MON S EN SE F A MIL Y E \ V IN G M AC 111N K. 
This machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord, b nd 
braid and embroider in a most superior manner. Price 
only $18. Fully warranted for live years. We will pay 
$1000 for any machine that will sew a stronger, more 
beautiful, or more elastic seam than ours. It makes the 
Elastic Lock Stitch.” Every second stitch can lie cut, 
and still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tear- 
ing it. We pay Agents from to $2Uu per month and 
expenses, ora commission from which twice that amount 
can be made. Address fcECOMB & CO., Pittsrurg, 
Pa., Boston, Mass, or ft. Louis, Mo. 
Caution.— Do not be imposed upon by other parties 
palming oil worthless cast-iron machines, under the 
same name or otherwise. Ours is the only genuine and 
really practical machine manufactured. 
THE PATENT MAGifi COMB 
Will color gray hair a permanent black or brown. Sold 
everywhere. Sent by mail for $1.2$. 
Aadress WML. PATTOH, Treasurer, 
Magic Comb Company, Springfield Mass. 
Agents, farmers, gardeners and fruit GROWERS.—Send 1- particulars of ‘•Rest’s Im- 
proved Fruit Tree and Vine Jnvigorator and Insect 
Destroyer.” Samples to test will be forwarded to any 
part of the United States and perfect satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Good Agents are wanted in every County in the 
United States. Address J. A1IEARN, (33 Second Street, 
Baltimore, Md. 
WANTED-ASNfT^™ 
j Knitting* IWucliine. l’rice ^25. The simplest, 
cheapest and best Knitting Machine ever in\ < nted. Will 
knit 20,0 )0 stitches p-r minute. Liberal inducements to 
Agents. Address AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE 
CO., Boston, Mass., or St. Louis, Mo. 
EARLY ROSE POTATO™^ 
Spring Wheats, Oats, Barley, < orn, Clover Seeds, Grass 
Seed, Hogs, Fowls, Best Fodder Cutter. Send lor the 
Experimental Fak.M .Journal, only 20 cents. Ad- 
dress GEO. A. DEITZ, Chambersburg, Fa. 
Every kpobtmmaiv, farmer and 110A9K1V1AX. should send lor our pamphlet of 
20 pages, containing a full description of a new invention 
by which the most inveterate kickers, runaways and vic- 
ious horses can be driven with perfect softy. For break- 
ing and training horses it is better than Barry's or any 
other system. Sent Free. Address N. F, BOYER & CO., Farkesburg, Chester Co., Fa. 
wi: brat Them all 
OUR GREAT ONE DOLLAR SALE is the best in thecountr>. Wc give more and better goods than 
i can be obtained of any other house in the business or 
lrom any store in the country. Our terms to Agents ex- 
ceed all others. Agents wanted everywhere. Send for 
circular. Address R. li. FLINN & CO., 81 Washington 
Street, Boston, Mass, 
THIS IS NO HUMBUG, KS 
1 
age, height, color of eyes and hair, you will receive by re- 1 turn mail, a correct picture of your luture husband or 
wife, with name and date of marriage. Address W. 
FOX, 1‘. O. Drawer No. 8. Fultonville, New York. 
I A niCC Ml FFERlXtt from FEOTAIdE, J-RUl Hi Uterine or Abdominal Weakness, Falling I of the Womb, (with lameness in Hips or Back,) Corpu- 
! lency. General Debility, Hernia or Rupture, should weir 
8EELETS HARD RUBBER 
ymoniML supporter 
j Send for pamphlet, 1317 Chestnut st., Philadelphia, I a, 
RHEUMATISM 1 NEURALGIA. 
You need suffer no longer, unless you choose. 
WHITE’* IUX1B will cure you quicker than 
| anv other remedy in tlie world. Enclose a stamp for a 
circular containing a few names out of more than six 
hundred who liavebeen cured by it; cr $1, and the medi- 
cine shall be sent to you. All apothecaries sell it. Ad- 
I dress J. WHITE, Druggist, 28 Ecverett st., Boston. 
TAI»IESt.—Dr. Bay’s Yegetable Monthly Powders. j Sale-mid unfailing regulator in special cases. Price 
$i. Address VVm. Kay, M. D., P. O. Box 1737, N. Y. 
EKKING BUT NOBLE.—Self-help for Young Men, who having erred, desire a better manhood. Sent 
in sealed letter envelopes, lree of charge. If benefitted 
return the postage. Address PHILAN THKOS, Box P, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
1 HAVE MADE ADVERTISING A STUDY. 
FOlt TER CERTS 1 will send to any one a list of the best Newspapers in the United States. I would 
once have paid a thousand dollars tor this very in- 
formation. Address Box 672, N. Y. City. 
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION 
OF the HOME INSURANCE COMPANY, of New York, oil the first clay of January, A. D. 3809. made 
to the Secretary of the State of Maine, pursuant to the 
Statute of that State. 
NAME AND LOCATION. 
The name of this Company is the Home Insurance 
Company, incorporated in 1853, and located in the City 
of New-York. 
CAPITAL. 
The Capital of said Company actually paid 
up in cash, is $2,000,000 00 
The Surplus on the 1st day of Jan., 1809, 1,859,444 82 
Total amount of Capital and Surplus. 83,859,444 82 
ASSETS. 
Amount of Cash in Continental 
National Rank, N. Y. $145,795 43 
Amount ol Cash in hands ol 
Agents, and in course of trans- 
mission. 95.G19 20 
Amount of U. S. Registered and 
Coupon Stock 1881, market 
value. $ 197,020 00) Amount of United States Ronds s 1,404,743 50 
5-20, market value. 1,207,123 50 J 
Amount of Missouri StateRonds 
0 per cent., market value. 21,000 00 
Amount of North Carolina 
Ronds, G per ct., market value. 9,045 00 
Amount ol Tennessee Ronds, 
0 per cent., market value. 17,250 00 
Amount of Wisconsin State, 0 
per cent., market value. 30,000 00 
Amount of Illinois, 0 per cent., 
market value. 20,400 00 Amount of Rhode Island, 0 per 
cent., market value. 50,750 00 
Amount of California Slate 
Ronds, 7 per cent., market { 451,dUu 00 value.' 05,000 00 
Amount of Connecticut State 
Ronds, 7 per cent., market 
value. 100,000 00 
Amount cf New York City and 
County Ronds, market value. 80,500 00 
Amount of Queens County 
Ronds, market value. 23,500 00 
Amount of Richmond County 
Ronds, market value. 23,500 00 
Amount of Rrooklyn City Wa- 
ter Ronds, market value. 9,700 00 
Amount oi Rank Stocks, market value. 128,970 00 Amount of Loans on Ronds and Mortgages,) being the first lien ot record on Unincurr.- f 
bered Real Estate, worth at least $2,928,- f 00 
400, rate of interest 0 & 7 per cent. J 
Amount of Loans on Stocks and Ronds,pay- i 
able on demand, the market value of se- > ,AA 
curities pledged, at least $551,082.50. ) 409,002 00 
Amount ol Steamer Magnet and Wrecking 
apparatus. 35,530 81 Amount of oilier Property, Miscellaneous 
Items. 50,157 85 Amount Due for Premiums on Policies is- 
sued at <)fficc (Fire and Inland, j 873 40 
Amount Rills Receivable for Premiums on 
Inland Navigation Risks, &c. 14,000 94 Interest due on 1st of January, 1SC9. 38/>03 17 Government Stamps on hand. ’h-1 oo 
$3,960,282 30 
LIABILITIES 
Amount ol Losses adjusted, due and unpaid. 
incurred, and in process 
of adjustment. 104 097 43 
Amount of Dividends declared and due and 
unpaid. 2,740 00 
Anountof Dividends either of cash or scrip, 
declared but not yet due. 
Amount of all other existing claims against 
the Company. 
Total amount of Losses, Claims &. Liabilities. $100,837 48 
The greatest amount insured on any one risk is $75,000, but will not as a genera! rule exceed $10,000. 
The Company has no general rule as to the amount al- 
lowed to be insured in any city, town, village or block, 
being governed in this matter, in each case, by the gener- al character of buildings. width ol streets, facilities for 
putting out fires, &c. 
A certified copy of the Charter or Act of Incorporation, 
as amended, accompanied a previous Statement, 
State ok New York. i 
City and County of JS'cto York. ) ss‘ 
Charles J. Martin, President, and John H. Wash- 
burn, Secretary ol the Home Insurance Company, being 
severally and duly sworn, depose and say, and each tor 
himself says, that the foregoing is a true, full and correct 
statement ot the allairs oi the said Corporation, and that 
they are the above described officers thereof. 
CHARLES J. MARTIN, President. 
J. II. Wasiiburn, Secretary. 
Subscribed and sworn belore me, this Sixteenth day 
of January, A. D. 1809. 
THOMAS F. GOODRICH, Notary Public. SAWYER & STAPLES, Agents, Belfast. 3w29 
BAY STATE FIRE INSURANCE CO. 
8TATEMBSX OF COXDIXIOA 
iTanuary 1st, 1600. 
ASSETS. 
Bank Stock, $40,588 00 Railroad Stock, 14,030 00 State Bonds, o’ooo 00 
L S. Securities, 05,010 00 
Loan to City of Worcester, 15,500 CO 
Loan on Collateral. 10,00000 Loan on Personal Security, 200 00 
Cash, 8,610 75 
Ollice Furniture, 500 00 
Premiums in Agents’ hands, 1,300 00 Accrued Interest, 1,350 00 
$160,831 75 
LIABILITIES. 
Capital, $104,800 00 
Losses, 11,553 56-$116,353 56 
Surplus, $53,470 10 
Amount at Risk, $4,610,250 00 
Reinsurance at 50 per cent, 30,059 25 
3w29 COX & FIELD, Agents, Belfast, Me. 
2E. 23. OILLUM, 
HOUSE, SHIP, CARRIAGE, 
SIGN & ORNAMENTAL 
JP aint er, 
GRAINING, GLAZING. GILDING, and PAPER 
HANGING executed in the best and neatest ytyle, Carriage* and Itlinds painted .at a lower price, than at any other shop in this city. 
Also, a PAINT and VARNISH REMOVER, which will remove the hardest and oldest paint irom any sur- face in about thirty minutes, without injuring the wood 
or making it unlit to receive new or fresh paint. 
ftliop on Wusliington St. Belfaat, 
6ni30 S. 15. GILLUM. 
Dissolution of Co-partnership. 
riAIIE Co-partnership heretofore existing between the F undersigned, under the style of Colcord, Mudgctt A Co., is tills u;iv dissolved by mutual consent. 
J. A. COLCORD, 
J. W. MUDGET1, 
N. P. BERRY, 
Stockton. Me., Jan. 1, I860. 3 w2D 
FISHING SCHOONER 
.run SALK TUNY. The Schooner Sen- 
ator, 35 tons U. M. in good order, well found in Sails, Cable and fishing Gear. 
Apply to K. B. GARDNER, 
1 Buoksnort. Mo. 
Farm for Sale. 
MA 
house and 1J acres of land. For further 
particulars apply on the premises, Waldo Ave- 
m,, S. C. HEATH. Belfast, Jan. 116,1809. 4W* 
WANTED. 
AGENTS, the sale of FAIRBANKS SPRING BED BOTTOM. For further in- 
formation inquire of L. A. Pendleton & Co., Robinson 
House, Bueksport, Me. L. A. PENDLETON & CO 
3w2U* 
FOR SALE. 
sen It. “EBEN HERBERT,” about 11* 
■tons, old measurement, carries »« M lum- 
ber, well found In Sails, Rigging, Chains, 
Anchors, fitc. Enquire of 
S. II. JACKSON, Tenants Ilarbor. January 5, 1809. tfdO 
House Lot For Sale. 
A very desirable building lot, on Court Street 
(opposite the residence of Prescott Hazeltine ) it will be sold at a bargain. 
Apply to HENRY S. PARKER, 
Belfast, Feb. It, 1S09. 2m39 
Speer's 
Standard 
j Wine Bitters 
7VIGOR V w _/ HEALTH y 
TRENGTH ^ ^BEAUT VJ 
FOR SPRING USE, FOR THE WEAK, FOR 
THE PALE, FOR THE SICKLY. FOR 
THE AGED, FOR FEMALES ! 
Xo Bitters to Equal Them 
Speer's Standard n ine 
RITTERS ! 
MADE OF 
W IIE, HERBS AID ROOTS ! 
SPEER'S Celebrated WINE, so much in use by physi- 
cians, put on 
PERU} YA N BA RK, 
CAMOMILE FLOWER, 
SNAKE ROOT, 
WILD CHERRY BARK, 
GINGER, 
and such other Herbs and Root9 ns will in all cases assist 
digestion, and give 
TONE AND VIGOR TO 
THE YOUNG AND OLD, 
MALE AND FEMALE, 
All use it with wonderful success ; brings COLOR to 
the pale and white lips; Blirom and Beauty to the 
thin, wrinkled lace, and careworn countenance. Cures 
Fever and gives appetite. Try them; use none other.— 
Ask lor Speer’s Standard Bitters. 
Sold by WII. O. POOR SOW. 
See that my signature is over the cork of each bottle. 
A. SPEER, 
43 Broailuay, I. 1’., ami Passaic, W. .1. 
Iy50 
MEDICAL AHD SLACilCAL OFFICE, 
Ho. 29 Emlicott §tre«t, Boston. 
D1C. W. F. PADELFORD gives exclusive attention to diseases of the genito urinary organs, and all dis- 
eases of a private nature,in both sexes. 
DR. PADELFORD has gained a great celebrity for the 
cure of the above diseases than any physician in America. 
His great success in those long standing and difficult 
cases, such as werefoimcrly considered incurable, is suf- 
ficient to commend him to the public as worthy the ex- 
tensive patronage he haa received. 
It is deplorable to witness some of the cases that are 
presented to him, where the disease has been driven into 
the system by quacks, the abuse of Mercury and Copaiva, 
&c., to break out again in the form of spots and ulcers on 
the body, pain in the joints, sore throats, night sweats, 
and emaciation. 
Hardly a day passes but he has patients recommended 
to his care by physicians from the country, and this and 
other cities, who have not the means of gaining sufficient 
experience toj?nablc them to cure the worst of all dis- 
eases. 
TO YOUNG MEN. 
Seminal Weakness, or Constitutional Debility brought 
on by secret habits indulged in by young men. This is 
one of the greatest evils that can b’efal man. It begets 
Disease of the Heart, Consumption, Dyspepsia, Emaci- 
ation of the Frame, anu finally ends in complete Idiocy. 
By causing a rusli of blood to^the head,*it often termi- 
nates in Apoplexy. 
Persons suffering from NERVOUS DEBILITY, espe- 
cially those contemplating marriage, should lose no time 
in making immediate application. 
TO FEMALES. 
Dr. PADELFORD is admitted by the best mcdict? 
talent of the country to have no equal in the treatment 
of Female Complaints, and it is no unusual occurrence 
tor physicians in regular practice to recommend patients 
to him for treatment when afflicted in his speciality. 
Ladies will receive the most scientific attention,* both 
medically and surgically. Board, with old and experi- 
enced nurses, will be furnished those who wish to rc- 
main in the city during treatment. 
French safes for sale, three for $1. Order by mail. 
Patients who cannot apply in person may by letter. 
Medicines sent to all parts of the country. 
Office open on Sundays. 
_21 ly. 
LEATI1E & GORE'S 
P1£ASE ( ALL JOH ITT. 
“Steam Refined” 
AHD TAH12 HO OTHER. 
1 r32 
GOLD. SILVER, 
Coin, Drafts and Bonds, 
Bought and sold and highest price paid by 
S. A HOWES & CO. 
FISHERMM ? 
FISHERMEN wishing to pack in Portland will find it to their advantage to call on 
W. K. I1ARRIMAX, 
ltf Mud Long Wharf, PORTLAND, ME. 
Belfast Savings Bank, 
THIS INSTITUTION is now prepared to receive De- posits in Sums of One Dollar and upwards, at the 
Banking Room, No. lb Main St. (Formerly Bank of Com- 
merce Room.) 
Interest allowed on deposits of Five Dollars and over. 
AS A F a PNC E, P residen t. 
John II. Quimijy, Treas. 
Belfast, Aug. 17, 18Gd. -lGtf 
MANHOOD: HOW LOST, HOW RESTORED! 
Just published, a new edition of C'ulvor- 
well * Celelmited f:**iiy on the 
radical cure (without medicine) ot Si’Ki:- 
matoukikea, or Seminal Weakness, In 
voluntary oeiuunu musses, i.mi'oticscy, .Mental and 
Physical Incapacity, impediments to Marriage, etc. ; ni- 
so, Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits, induced by sell- 
indulgence or sexual extravagance. 
J&r Price, in a sealed envelope, only G cents. 
The celebrated author, in this admirable essav, clearly 
cemonstrates from a thirty year’s successful 'practice, 
that the alarming consequences of sell-abuse may be rad- 
ically cured without th.1 dangerous use ot internal medi- 
cine or the application of the knife; pointing out a mode 
of cure at once simple, certain and effectual, by means ol 
which every sufferer, no matter what his condition may i 
be, may cure himselt cheaply, privately, and radically. 
AST* This Lecture should be in the hands of every 
youth and every man in the land. 
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, 
postpaid, on reci ipt of six cents, or two post stamps. 
Also, Dr. <Julverwell’s“ Maniage Guide,” price 25 cents. 
Address the Publishers, Oil AS. .). C\ KLINE & GO., 
1**1 Bowery H’«*w York, Post OHicc Box-i-,f>SG. 
Iyr30 
AGENTS WANTED 
17VJR the AMERICAN YEAR BOOK asi> NATION'-^! J AL REGISTER for 1S6‘J. Astronomical, Historical, 
Political, Financial, Commercial, Agricultural, Educa- 
tional, Religious. This work contains a vast fund of late 
and valuable information respecting the United Stales 
and Foreign countries, including every department of the 
General and .State Governments, which all classes will 
find invaluable for daily reference. Address (). I). 
CASE & CO., Publishers, Hartford, Conn. 4w2n 
FOR SALE. 
A FARM situated in Northport, one mile from Sat- urday Cove, on the Beech Hill road, containing 
about one hundred acres of as good land as there is in 
Waldo County; cuts about twenty tons of hay; has a 
good House and L; finished throughout, with Barn and 
Sheds, Carriage House, Work-shop and Blacksmith Shop : 
well fenced; plenty of never-failing water and plenty of 
wood for the use of the place. Will be sold on reasona- 
ble terms with stock and tanning tools, if desired. Ap. 
ply, on premises, to DAVID DRIXKWATER. 
Northport, Jan. 18, 1869. *^8 
THOMAS B. GROSE, 
Sheriff Knox Comity. 
POST OFFICE ADDRESS, ROCKPORT, ME. 
Precepts must be accompanied with good indemnify- 
ing bonds, also security for fees and costs. 
January 1, 1SC9. tf27 
PAY! PAY! PAY!! 
ALL PERSONS indebted to me by note or account, are requested to call and settle immediately and 
thereby save cost. II. J. ANDERSON. Jr. 
Belfast, Dec. 19, 1868. 3m24 
CO-PARTNERSHIP NOTICE. 
THE business of Colcord, Mudgeit& Co. will be con- tieued from this date by the undersigned, under the 
style of Colcord, Berry & Co. 
J. A. COLCORD, 
N. P. BERRY, 
F. W. FOWLER, 
C. C. ROBERTS. 
Stockton, Me., Jan, 1,1869. 3wW 
Panora m a 
OF 
H 01 D E RS ! 
J AM overwhelmed ! There is nothing, 
ancient or modern, to compare with it— 
nothing. I am overwhelmed with its vast 
power, its extensive range, and the count- 
less wonders which it panoramas before me. 
For four years the uninterrupted stream has 
continued to pour in upon me, daily in- 
creasing in volume and power. Here comes 
a letter from Jos. D. Ayres ot East Greens- 
boro, A t., telling me of the cure of his 
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Lung 
Troubles and Catarrh, dy the POSIT- 
IVE AND NEGATIVE POW- 
DERS; and here comes one from N. 
Church, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, saying that 
the NEGATIVE POWDERS have 
cured a child of Deafness of six years 
duration. There is a letter from A. Idle- 
brook, ot Matagorda, Texas, who rejoices 
that the POSITIVE AND NEGA- 
TIVE POWDERS have cured his child 
of Cholera Morbus, his wife of Chills 
and Fever and Enlarged Spleen, and 
his neighbor of Neuralgia ; and there is 
I one from Mrs. M. Calvin, of Danbv Four 
! Corners, \rt., informing me that the POS- 
ITIVE AND NEGATIVE POW- 
DERS have cured her husband of Jaun- 
dice, and of that unmanageable disease, 
Diabetes, her daughter of Erysipelas, 
[ and herself of Neuralgia. In one case 
;itis a lady in Sacramento, Cal., who is 
cured of Catarrh by the POWDERS, 
I and who straightway administers them to 
: others and “cures up Spasms, Fevers, 
Measles, aud fairly routs everything 
in another case, as reported by Mrs. P. AV. 
Williams, of AVatervillc, Me., it is a lady 
whose eyesight is restored from a state of 
Blindness caused by a shock oi Palsy 
two years before. Away off in Marysville, 
Cal., Thomas B. Attkisson, who lias the 
Chills, buys a box of SPENCE’S POS- 
ITIVE AND NEGATIVE POW- 
DERS of a passing iin peddler, and though 
having “no more confidence in them than 
so much dust,” yet they “cure his chills like 
a charm aud John Wreghit, nearer by, at 
East AValnut Hill, Ohio, has a great and 
unexpected wonder worked on 
him by tho POWDERS, the y cure him 
of a Rupture of twenty-five years dura- 
tion, to say nothing of his cured Rheu- 
matism, From the east, Mrs. N. S. Da- 
vis, of AA^ost Coruville, Me., reports that 
the doctors declare that. Mrs. Melvin Liu- 
jooi. must die in three days, and I thereupon she takes the POWDERS, and 
I in four days is seated at the break- 
| fast table, with her family ; from the 
[ AVest, C. L. Child, o:' Decorah, Iowa, re- 
ports that the box sent to Mr. Aloore put 
him on his feet again, and the box 
sent to himself cured his wife of Kidney 
Complaint, aud his grandson of Croup. 
Ou the one hand, Nelson S. AVoods, of 
Swan City, Neb., shiuts that the P0W- 
DERS have “have knocked his 
rheumatism higher than a kite 
on the other, a neighbor of II. Webster, ot 
East Pembroke, N. Y., declares that he 
will not take one hundred dollars for Ins 
half box of Powders, because with the oth- 
er half he cured his Cough and Kidney 
Complaint of four years standing. Seth 
Tobey, of Tunnel City, Wis., has his hear- 
ing restored ; and Jacob L. Sargent, of 
Plainview, Minn., has his sore lips of 
fifty years duration cured by a single 
box of the POSITIVES, But enough. 
The panorama is endless. The stream flows 
onward, a living, moving demonstration of 
the power of SPENCE’S POSITIVE 
AND NEGATIVE POWDERS, and 
their mission of mercy to humanity. 
A MOST MOVitfltn I, MEDICIXE, 
SO SILENT l'ET SO KJr'FBC 1(1011) A 
penetrating, deep-searching, irresistible curative agent, 
standing alone, unrivalled, without an equal. T1IE 
POSITIVE AID A Eft A THE POIV 
BEIW ufrike at the root of ilineate; yet they 
do no violence to the system, causing no purging, no 
vomiting, no nausea, no narcotizing. They noodle 
and charm and inagn«tiz«, and steal into the 
centres ol -vitality, flooding them with currents ot new 
lile, and bathing them in streams ol magnetism which 
give health, strength, vigor and elasticity to both body and mind. 
THE POSITIVE POWDERS ARE 
SOOTUIAft AAR RAftAETIC. They lull 
aud lsu*h the rno.d sleepless and restless mind or the 
most agonized body into the sweet slumber ol childhood 
and the gentle sleep of infancy. They are all pow 
erful m controlling Spasms, Cramps, Convulsions, 
Fits, St. Vitus' Dance and Colic. They allay Fevcrs. 
and Inflammations acute or chronic. They cure Rheu- 
matism, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, Croup, Diabetes, and 
Affections of the Kidneys. They put a veto on 
Diarrluea, Dysentery, Bowel Complaints, Nausea, Vom- 
iting. They charm away Neuralgia, Sciatica, Tic 
Douloureaux, Headache, Toothache, Earache, ami l’ains 
of all kinds. They cure Indigestion, Heartburn, 
Sour Stomach and Dyspepsia in every form. They are 
a Nilent hut sure «ucceu in all Female Diseases 
and Weaknesses. Thousands ot patients report them to 
be the Dent medicine ever used in the above dis- 
eases, as well as in Catarrh, Scrofula, Erysipelas, Small Box, .Measles, Scarlet Fever, and kindred Affections. 
THE AEftATIVi; POVk HER* ARE 
STIM HE ATT A ft AAR EEECTRIt They 
»ive strength and flexibility to the palsied or j paralyzed muscle or limb. They open the vision 
ot the blind amaurotic eye. They quicken ami 
electrify the paralyzed nerve, and the lost sense is re- 
stored, thus causing the deaf to hear again, at <1 bringing 
back the sense of Taste, Smell or or Feeling. Tbev 
route the vital energies of the patient in Typhoid 
and Typhus lu vers, and the prostration ol death speed- 
ily gives way to the vigor and buoyancy of health. 
In Fever and Ague in atl of its form*, the PBJHT- 
IV E AAR A Eft ATI V E POIVRER* know 
no Much tiling- a* fail—the Negatives lur the Chills, ( 
the Positives for the Fever. 
The magic control of the Ponitivo and! 
legative Powder* over digcaNe* of all 
kind*, is w onderful beyond all precedent. 
They are adapted to all ages and both sexes, and u> cv- I 
ery variety ol disease, and in these respects they are 
TIIE GREATEST EAR MET RERflCIAE 
OE THE AftE. 
PUYSICT AIM extol them. Aft EATS are de- 
lighted with them. RRE’ftftlSTS find ready sale 
for them, l’rinted terms to Agents and Physicians sen 
tree. 
Full explanations and directions accompany each Box. 
Special written directions will be tent tree, if a brief 
description ot the disease is given. Circulars sent tree. 
Railed postpaid on receipt of price. 
f 1 Box. 4-4 Pos. Powders, $1. 
i 1 44 leg, ** I. 
PBH’E.; I t-t I»o». A n Teg-. 1. 
I ti Boxes,.. a. 
ll« “.«.
Sums of or over, sent by mail, should be either in 
the form of Pus: Office Money Orders, or Drafts on New 
York, or else the letter should be registered. 
Jloney mailed to u» is at our risk 
OFFICE, 
SO. 305 ST. I AUKS PLACE 
Moxv York. 
Add roue, 
PROF. PAYTON SPENCE, M.l)., 
BO* i»W, sun YORK ( IT* 
For sale also by Druggists gen- 
erally. If your Druggist has not 
the Powders, send your money at 
once to Prof. Spence’s address, as 
given above, and the Powders will o forwarded to you, postpaid, bv 
return mail. 
ly« 
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, ! 
For Diseases of the Throat and Lungs, 
such as Coughs, Colds, Whooping 
Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma, 
and Consumption. 
Probably never before in the whole liistory of 
medicine, has anything won so widely and so deeply 
upon the confidence of mankind, as this excellent 
remedy for pulmonary complaints, Through a loujj 
series of years, and among most of the races ot 
men it has risen higher and higher in their estima- 
tion, as it has become better known. Its uniform 
character and power to cure the various affections 
of the lungs and throat, have made it known as a re- 
liable protector against them. While adapted to 
milder forms of disease and to young children, it is 
at the same time the most effectual remedy that can 
be given for incipient consumption, and the dan- 
gerous affections of the throat and lungs. As a pro- 
vision against sudden attacks of Croup, it should 
be kept on hand in every family, and indeed as alt 
are sometimes subject to colds and coughs, all 
should be provided with this antidote for them. 
Although settled Consumption is thought in- 
curable. still great numbers of cases where the dis- 
ease seemed settled, have been completely cured, 
and the patient restored to sound health by the 
Cherry rcctnral. So complete is its mastery 
over the disorders of the Lungs and Throat, that 
the most obstinate of them yield to it. When noth- 
ing else could reach them, under the Cherry Pec- 
toral they subside and disappear. 
Singers and Public Speakers find great pro- 
tection from it. 
Asthma is always relieved and alien wholly 
cured by it. 
Bronchitis Is generally cured by taking the Cherry Pectoral in small and frequent doses. 
So generally are its virtues known that we need 
not publish the certificates of them here, or do more 
than assure the public that its qualities are fully 
maintained. 
Ayer’s Ague Cure, 
For Fever and Ague, Intermittent Fever, Chill Fever, Remittent Fever, Dumb 
Ague, Periodical or Bilious Fever, &c., 
! and indeed all the affections which arise 
from malarious, marsh, or miasmatic 
| poisons. 
As its name implies, it does Cure, and does not 
fail. Containing neither Arsenic, Quinine, Bismuth, 
Zinc, nor any other mineral or poisonous substance 
whatever, it' in nowise injures any patient. The number and importance of its cures in the ague dis- tricts, are literally beyond account, and we behove 
without a parallel in the history of Ague medicine. 
Our pride is gratified by the acknowledgments we 
receive of the radical cures effected in obstinate 
cases, and where other remedies had wholly failed. 
Unaceliniated persons, either resident in, or 
travelling through miasmatic localities, will be pro 
tected by taking the AGUE CURE daily. 
For Liver Complaint*, arising from torpidity of the Liver, it is an excellent remedy, stimulating 
the Liver into healthy activity. 
For Bilious Disorders and Liver Complaints, it is 
an excellent remedy, producing many truly re- 
markable cures, where other medicines bad failed. 
Prepared by DR. .1. C. Ayer & Co.. Practical 
and Analytical Chemists, Lowell, Mass., and sold 
all round the world. 
PRICE, $1.00 PER BOTTLE. 
For sale by all, Druggistsin Belfast. 
| WILL BE FORFEITED BY Du. L. DIX, vOUU if failing to cure in less time than any 
other physician, more effectually and permanently, with 
ic93 restraint from occupation or less exposure to all 
weather, with safe and pleasant medicines. 
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS, 
Their effects and consequences; 
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS, 
Incident to Married and Single Ladies 
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS; 
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of the 
>-kin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on 
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitu- 
tional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad 
vanced. at nil ages, of 
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED. 
lilt. JL. OII § 
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE, 
21 Enriirott Street, Boiton, 
is so arranged that patients never see or hear cacli other, 
j Recollect, the only entrance to his office in ]^To. 21, hav- I ing no connection with his residence, consequently no 
j family interruption, so that oil no account can any pernor 
hesitate applying at his office. 
DR. DIX 
boldly asserts,{and it cannot be contradicted, except by 
Quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure them 
selves, to impose upon patients,) that he 
IS TI!S ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSICIAN 
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON. 
SIXTEEN YEARS 
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact ao well 
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel 
Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and par 
Hf*ulnrlv to 
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS. 
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native 
quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other large 
cities, 
DR. DIX 
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians— 
inanv of whom consult him in critical cases, because of 
hi- acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through 
so long experience, practice, and observation. 
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE, 
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived 
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promises, 
and pretentions of 
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS, 
who know little ol the nature and character of Special 
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit turgid 
Diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, which never existed 
in ai.y part of the world; others exhibit Diplomas ot the 
Dead, how obtained, unknown ; not only assuming and 
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas, 
but to further their imposition assume names of other cel- 
ebrated physicians ioug since dead. Neither be deceived 
by 
QUACK NOSTUUM-A1AK ERS, 
through false certificates and references, and recommend 
atious ot their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose 
or contradict them; or who. besides, to further their im- 
positions, copy from medical books, much that is written 
of the qualities and eff cts of different herbs and plants, 
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics 
&c., most of which, if not ail, contain Mercury, because 
of the ancient belief of its curing everything,” but now 
known to “kill more than is cured,” and those not 
killed, constitutionally Injured for life. 
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND 
N OS'T R U M M A K ERS. 
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing 
no other remedy, lie relics upon Mkrcury, ami gives ii 
to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &c., so the Nostrum- 
maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts 
Specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its effects in 
| curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in varum- 
ways throughout the laud; but, alas! nothing Is said o( 
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and 
are left to linger and suffer for months or years, until re- 
lieved or cured, if posssible, by competent physicians. 
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are kuown to 
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless 
ot the file and health of others, there an- those among 
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving 
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in tin ir 
nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may be obtained for 
professedly curing, or “the dollar,” or fraction of it,” 
may be obtained for the nostrum. It i* thus that many 
are deceived, also, and spend largo amounts for expori 
ments with quackery. 
DR. DIX’S 
charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly 
confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest 
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, con 
dition or situation of any one, married or single. 
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of the 
United States, 
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to 
insure an answer. 
Address Dr. L. I)ix,No. 21 Endicott St. Boston, Mass. 
Boston Jan. J 1869—lyr 
DR. a O OK'S 
TOOTH ACHE AND AGUE CORE, 
THEN years ago my little daughter came into my office JL suffering intensely with the Tooth ache, and im 
plored relief. Creosote and Oil Cloves, the usual reme 
dies, were suggested to my mind, but these I judged 
were too harsh and unsale for her ion.1 r years, fortu- 
nately a bottle ot this mixture which 1 a.sd prepared es- 
pecially tor Neuralgia, Nervous Headache, &cM was at 
hand, 1 saturated n piece of cotton and inserted in the 
aching tooth, and to my utter astonishment, In 
LESS THAN FIVE MINUTES, 
the pain was entirely removed. Since then I have pre- scribed it in quite a thousand cases, and in no instance 
except in ulceration of the nerve, when relief was put 
tiuiiy obtained—lias it to my knowledge tailed to give 
almost 
IM M E J > I A T E K E T I F F. 
Jn soreness of the gums or ague in the face, it is umx 
celled. And added tv* all this, its innocent effects on ihe 
system. It will not injure an infant to swallow it. but 
on tlie contrary, it is an admirable currulnative. In eas- 
es of 
Neuralgia and Nervous Headache, 
apply to the parts affected with a sponge or rag. 
And now poor sufferer, with the most provoking ot all 
pains poor human natures liable to, try this remedy and ii you don’t experience immediate relict from pain- It tile nerve is no! ulcerated—account me an imposter and -heat If, on the contrary, you get relief, manifest vour gratitude to me in telling the fact to jour neighbor and 
your gratitude to God. that lie- graciously created the circumstances to develop this splendid remedy. 
Prepared solely by the accidental discoverer and nro- 
prii'tur, and for sule by dealers in Medicine everywhere. 
F. C3r. o OOK, 
City Drug store, Bocklaii, He. 
LAZARUS & MORRIS, 
Practical Opticians and Oculists, 
HARTFORD, CONN., 
Have appointed 
Mr. C. HEKVEY. 
Jeweler and Watchmaker, 
UELt'AftT, ME 
Sole Agent forthesaleof their 
Celebrated Perfected 
Which have been extensively used in ti»c New Eng- 
land State s tin past right years, and for which they claim 
the undermentioned advantages over those in ordinary 
use. the proot of which maybe seen in their constantly 
increasing business during u residence in Hartford o! 
eight years. 
ut. That from the perfect construction of the Lenses, 
they assist and preserve the sight, rendering frequent 
changes unnecessary. 
-id. That they confer a brilliancy and distinctness of 
vision, with an amount of ease and comfort not hitherto 
enjoyed by spectacle wearers. 
3d. That the material from which the Lenses are 
ground is manufactured especially for optic purposes, and 
is pure, hard and brilliant, and not liable to become 
scratched. 
4th. rhat the frames in which they are set, whethe 
goal, silver or steel, ar of the finest quality aud finish, 
and guaranteed perfect in every respect. 
They are the only spectacles THAT 
Preseree as well as .Assist the Sight t 
and are cheapest, because the best, always lasting many 
years without change being necessary. 
KiT One of tin* Firm will visit at the Store of their 
Agent every three months, for the purpose of fitting 
;nsse having difficult sights, where any spectacles sola 
v their Agent during the interval will be exchanged free 
charge if not pr ; »*r)y fitted. 
II emj/loy no Peddlers 1 y40 
WHOA! WHOA! 
HOLD MV HOUSE, or he will run away aud I shall 
have to go to Frank Ferkins Sc Co’s, and get my carriage 
repaired for they manufacture and repair carriages and 
sleighs in as good style as any other lirm In this vicinity ; 
and they ke» j constantly oil hand carriages aud sleighs 
for sai at th lowest rales. Call and see before purchas 
ing elsewhere. 
Whop on U ashiogton Street. 
Gm21 Hear of Woods & Conants Stor 
IW OTICE! 
ON AND AFTER 
Tuesday, December 8th. 
THE STEAM Lit 
K. T DIN, 
CAFT. IIENRY S. RICH, will make but one trip per 
week during t!:c winter, Leaving BELFAST every 
TUESDAY, at 'C o’clock, l’.M. 
RETURNING -Will leave BOSTON every FRIDAY, at 
o o'clock F. M. 
GEO. f}. WELLS, 
Belfast, Dee 1, l.so* tfitt Agent, 
BELFAST (III BONDS! 
Ioan for Stock !n the Belfast and Moosehead Lake J 1-tailr >ad. Bonds run .‘JO years, with interest a£ 0 per 
cent, payable semi-annually. Now offered lor sale. The 
bonds are in amount from $100 to $ 1000 and upwards. It 
is considered the best investment now offering. 
TIMOTHY THORNDIKE, City Treasurer. 
Belfast, Sept. 3, 1808. tfx 
PHTHISIC ! PHTHISIC ! 
T K VVI.V MKDICATL1 > IN' II ALAN r for Phthisic, 1b 
ij the ont) ‘■ericin re.ief and probable curt* ever ol 
u-ed to the public. Inhaled with the breath, it goes di- 
rectly to the Lung** and relaxes the contracted nerve or 
muscles which unci rule the uir tubes, and the patient 
breathes free, easy and natural. Phthisic is brought on 
by so many different causes that it is impossible to adjust 
anyone remedy as a cure tor all persons thus afflicted. 
But my 1 mi a a n /.• /• fails to immediately relieve all 
cases uf Phthisi** .r< m wh it- er cause it may have been 
brought on; it i.i always ‘■alV and always reliable. 
Sold at wholesale and 
retail by s. a. llowes \ t ■*., Ihlfast, Me. 
Orders from ai- in medicine, respectfully solicited. 
.1. < LEWIS, Proprietor, 
1-ltf Belfast, Me. 
Dr. Skoles’ Eclectic Infirmary 
FOR THIS 
Sjtmh nial iVniuimiU Cure 
OF AM. 
CHRONIC DISEASES. 
Office, .I’o. 3 -ft 8 C ourt itreet., llontou, .’Vfui*. 
DIP S1H)LES docs strictly an office business, and gives 
special attention to all Diseases of the sexual System, by 
his own improved method of treatment. Persons suffer- 
ing with dPeases arising from “Secret Habit,'’ or other 
causes, will End it to their advantage to consult him. 
To I* i-:\i ai.i s. — Dr. sholes has made all diseases pecu- liar to the female sex his particular study, and to this 
department practice-In-will continue to give especial 
attention. ils lain u .Mixture” for females may be used by all ludns with tin certainty of relief in every 
case of unnatural stoppage 
Strangers in.lor hi- treatment, wishing to remain in 
the city will be tarnished with good board and competent 
nurses. iuly 17, iy' 
rru Hi.. LADIES. file celebrated DU. L. 1>IX 
1 particularly tnvit* > all Ladies who need a Medical or 
yuryicnl adv i.-cr. to cal! at his Rooms, .H Endicott St., 
Boston, Mass., which they wit! find arranged lor tlieir 
special accommodation. 
!'H D1X having devoted over twenty years to this 
particular branch ol the treatment of all diseases peculiar 
to females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this coun 
try and Europe.; that he excels all other known praciic 
ioners in the safe, speedy and effectual treatment of all 
female complaints. 
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, un 
natural suppn ssion-. enlargements of the womb, also all 
discharges which How from a morbid state of the blood. 
The Doctor mow fully prepared to treat in his peculiar 
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of tlm 
female s.x, and they me rcspectlully invited to cull at 
*«». il Endicott Street. Uoiton. 
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollarto 
insure an an.-v\ er. 
Boston, dan. 1. 1.>»’'.» ! vr 
* 
FALL 
—AND— 
WINTER LOOPS. 
-O- 
I am constantly receiving Goods 
of the above description, and in- 
vite the public generally to call 
and examine. 
I shall pay my personal atten- tion to tho cutting, and warrant 
a fit. 
II. I, 9 OKI), 
M1.RC1IAXT TAILOR, 
No. 10 Williamson’s Block, 
■*lf nn.il *t,, ni:i.famt. 
Boston and Penobscot River 
MERCHANTS’ LINE. 
i !h' Steamship W ^I.TIRnETTM, 
k will kavr lluwi 's Whiirl, Bouton, lor Bun- tiror < very riMjr.s.lav at 12 M. toi.f'hlna of 
mn.iFi, romt, Kucksport and Wlnterport. Be- 
turning n il! hem IV iutcrport every Monday at 8 I > A 51.. touching at tile above porta. Freight taken at reu' tollable rates. 
*• S. I.PM I* A t o.. Agent* 
5* Wain Hlreel. lieltaFt, let. ifi. 1(Jtf 
CAUTION 
To Females in Delicate Health. 
Ivl«. now. Flu sician anil Surgeon. No. 7 Endi- -J *• rr St., Boston, isconsulted daily tor all diseas- 
.s incident to the feuiab' system. Prolapsus Uteri or balling ot the Womb. Fluor Vlbus, Suppression, and 'tlier menstrual derangements, arc all treated on now 
.pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a 
or> lew days. So invariably certain is this new mode 
jf treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under 
l, and the alllicted person soon rejoices in perfect health. 
Dr. Dow lias no doubt had greater experience in the 
lure of diseases if women than any other physician in 
Boston. 
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish to stay in Boston a lew days under his treatment. 
Dr. Dow, since 1846, having confined his whole atten- 
tion to an office practice tor the cure of Private Diseases 
ind Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the 
United States. 
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or they will not be answered. 
Office hours from 8 a. m. to 9 P. m. 
Boston, July 25, 1S68. Xy4 
